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Foreword

Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) is a staggering problem in the United States,

Over 700,000 cases of TBI occur annually with 100,000 deaths each year

and 70,000 to 90,000 people are left with permanent disabilities that would
require rehabilitative measures. It is estimated that there is a prevalence of
1,000,000 to 1,800,000 cases in the United States. Traumatic brain injury is an

epidemic in the United States resulting in a one-billion-dollar-a-year industry.

Since it typically occurs in young people (15-30), those with permanent
disabilities may live for many years burdening the individual, the family and
societal institutions.

In relation to this growth, there are now more than 700 programs listed in the

1990 directory published by the National Head Injury Foundation. They are
listed under a dozen categories, ranging from acute care to employment. Most

involved the management of long term problems in the community. All of this

growth has taken place during the 1980's. Despite the ferment in the field, there

are few places in this country with a decade of experience in working with
individuals with TBI.

During the early 1970's there were very few countries engaged in the active
rehahilitatitimi it( individuals with traumatic brain injury. In part dims was because

traumatic brain injury was largely a wartime phenomenon until the rise of the

high speed motor vehicle and the superhighway. In the United States, medical

rehabilitation which grew out of World War II. was concerned with spinal cord

injury and amputmi, ins. and distanced itself from involvement with disturbances

in behavitir and cognition associated with brain damage. Medical programs
concentrated )11 inotoric dimensions of activities of daily living. Vocational

programs concentraied on counseling, work sample approaches, and job place-

mem. The actual (are and study ot traumatic brain injury did not ,)ccupy a high

pnonty. It is on very recently that state departments of lwalthind s iclal and
rehabilitation serViCes have designated Till a, a separate, definable condition,

requiring special consideration with regard to manpower and servkes.

During the 1970's the British played a Lgeili role in calling am tent ii in to t mutual ic

brain injury with advances in research, while die (smells advanced our knowl,

edge of clink al inanagenwni of people with hands on experiences since during

IX



this time period Israelis were involved with continuing battles along their
borders. Some were part of little known skirmishes, some were part of major wars

(e.g., Yom Kippur War-1973). Their TBI population suffered not only from
classical penetrating head injuries due to missiles, but also from head injuries due

to driving at high speeds under conditions of poor illumination and moving

soldiers and supplies under cover of darkness. Israel is a small country with an

army composed of civilians who needed clincial attention. Injured veterans are

treated as national heroes demanding a high priority for both services and
research. Consequently, a great deal of thought and effort went into their care.

A brief history of the evolution of how the Israelis developed their programs is

presented by Katz & Florian who were there at the beginning and participated

in the process.

Israeli programs take on additional meaning for the United States. One person

who played an important role in pointing out that traditional models of
rehabilitation were not appropriate was Yehuda Ben-Yislmy. An American
citizen and ex-soldier in the Israeli army, lw was familiar with its health care
delivery system and its population. I k played a key role in initiating one of the

programs described in this monograph. Based in part on these experiences, he set

up one of the first programs to treat the combination of cognitive and behavioral

deficits in order to facilitate living with the family and return to employnwnt. I le

worked with individuals with traumatic brain injury who had tailed to return to

gainful employment following conventional courses of medical and vocational

rehabilitation they were delivered in the late 1970's in the New York City area.

This program is still ongoing and is recognized at a national level. Readers will

he interested in examining the thrust of the original program which is described

in chapter four by I ioofien, Becker, Si Vakil as it is beingdelivered, some 15 years

later. This model is now recognred and accepteii, in this country. Calling an
mdi %Atha who has suffered traumatic brain injury a trainee rather than a patient,

as ;I retlectum ot a philosiph y which was community-oriented rather than

hospital-oriented, was an indicat uin of the directim if the progr,un. At that

tune, considerable effort was reqmred to break down traditional patterns of

service delivery including team strtichlte: and therapeutic techniques, and
simply call to attention to the tak:t that pet plc with traumatic brain injury could

not be managed with Lim vent ional Methods.

The other 1/4.11,Ipters Mc 01 opal interest bet. Ause the authors ha% e been in

tomb %%uh int on pora n thinking in the l;.S.A. (Shlono I% ,1 Ph.D. trom

1



the University of Wisconsin and Yigal (Jross played an important role in program

development at the JFK program). Katz describes a novel adaptation of a
sheltered workshop to address psychosocial as well as vocational needs for TIM.

The description of the organization of the staff and clients in order to provide

work which is meaningful and the attempt to foster self-actualization by providing

clients roles in adm inistration, decision making and daily operation of the center

is a marked departure in dealing with these issues. By providing activities such

as the inchision of attendants in training in order to prevent burnout, one can see

an approach to a problem of great importance as we examine healthcare outreach

of hospital systems. The chapter by Stern is a good illustration of the evolution

of a sophisticated nniltidisciplinary mixkl under medical leadership to address

ongoing long-term needs for outpatients. The day center program was changed

to a day clinic to permit participants to shed their dependent status and engage
in more productive activities for most of the week. Treatment is viewed as a
supplement to the patient's experience of reality and is not a substitute for reality.

Traditional therapies are refashioned to accommodate to the evolving needs of

a commimity-based p1 pulation. Changes in treatment teclmiques brought akmt

by technology, e.g., the use of computers in cognitive remediation, are also
described. Attempts to tackle different problems such as imp:ovine abstrac

thinking are described.

The final chapter by Klag, Gross, Ben Nachum, Moed, & Fishman is cast much

more explicitly in a psychotherapy framework, Brain damage results in a
fragmentation of the self.concept. Think of it this way. Most people, when asked

to identify themselves (Who are you!), choose to identify themselves by their

occupation or role. In the case i 1 TIM, the premorbid self-concept cannot be
squared with current realities. In response to the question, who are V011, tht:

individual with TIM has to integrate a pre and a post trauma experienct
Traditionally, cognitive impairnwnts are treated as Lleficits in isolated skills to be

corrected or ameliorated in their own right. I lence tile high incidence i t denial

and the difficulties in making cognitive retraining relevant and generali:able in
people with brain damage. The authors propose that ct )gni t ive deficits be treated

not as phenomena in their own right, but as sor, es of confusion to a person

trying to make sense out of informat,,,n and maintain a consistent selkoncept.

This point becomes the central focus of th... entire rehabilitation pri 'gram. The

intervent ions which follow from this premise have traditionally been hard to
implement in a practical way. Some ot these interventions are spelled out in

usetul Case illustrations. The ,IIM IN to help the person achieve ci)herenie

xi
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information and aperiences. This goal is congruent with the classical work of

Kurt Goldstein as far back as World War 1.1t is also up to date and fits with present

day social psychologists who stress self-efficacy as a primary drive/incentive and

learning theorists who have moved away from simple stimulus-response rein-

forcement theory to notions of intrinsic motivation.

In sum, these papers present not only useful models of how TB1 programs
designed to be community-based have evolved hut the concepts in themselves

are timely and stimula:ing, The recent directory of programs published hy the

National I lead Injury Foundation, which lists hundreds of programs which

present alternative patterns of treatment for community reentry, only reinforces

the timeliness of this monograph. As we move in the 1990's towards shaping

health services and rehabilitation systems which work and, in the absence of
replicated bodies of scientific knowledge, it is helpful to learn how others have

been dealing with these problems.

by

Lemuird Diller, Ph.D.

Chief of Behimoral Sciences, Rusk Institute of
Rehabilitative Medicine, NeW York City Medical Center



CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

ShiumuKatz, Ph.D.; Victor Fiorian, Ph.D.

The purpose ti this numograph is to describe comminity rehabilitation
services available for persons with traumatic brain injury (TBI) in lsrad

ttxlay. These services evolved from public and professional attempts to find

ippropriate intervention tedmiques to help perstms with brain injuty lead

relatively independent lives in the community. This introducdon will provide a

short historical survey ot the evolution of these services in Israel with the
fdlowing chiggers prwiding a detaikd description of these services iuid programs.

There has been an impressive increase in the number of professionals and

programs serving persons with tratunatic brain injury during tlw hist two decades

in Israel. As in other countries, the tlevdopnwnt of community programs for

persons with traumatic brain injury in Israel was made possible only after TBI was

recognized as a specific disability requiring unique intervention techniques
developed spedfically for this pt)pulation (McMahon St Fraser, IC38). Prior to)

the establishnwnt titlwse programs, the rehabilitation services were generally

not equipped to deal with this particular population because of the lack of

knowkdge and understanding of the cognitive and psychosocial consequences

of TBI.

Often persons with traumatic brain injury were treated according tt) the domi-

nam symptoms which they presented. If the pniblems wcre essentially physical,

these individuals were treated as if they were physically disabled with little

attention given to the associated cognitive impairnwnts. In cases wlwre these

perStins presented sct'ere behavior problems they were percoved iis psychiatric

patients. Colisequently, persons with TBI were often plued in institutions for

people with mental illness.

The percept ion of traummic brain injury as a subgri nip of other disabilities, as

psychiatric illness 0: physical disability often led to misdiagnosis iind placements

which did not meet these persons' needs. Persons with TBI who were placed in

rehabilitatkin setting, with either a predominantly psychiatric or physical

rehabilitation inentat ion, generally received such treatment as chemot hew,

11.1.11: ivs
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and physical restoration. In these settings little consideration was given to the
rehabilitants' neurological problems. These settings did not provide specific

services such as like skills retraining, cognitive rehabilitation, memory training,

and behavior management programs for persons who required these specific
services due to brain injury. As a result, these persons received little help in their

struggle to adjust to life in the community. Consequently, many of them were

transferred to psychiatric institutions or nursing homes where they lingered
untreated for many years. This often resulted in chronicity. In addition, those
persons who did not have severe behavior problems were unable to function in

the open job market or often had problems in dealing with family and other social

issues because of the lack of appropriate comnunity services.

An additional factor which had an impact on the development of community
services for persons with TBI was the relative increase in the survival raw of

persons with this disabi ity, Due to advances in medical technology, neurosurgery,

and physical treatment, 60% of persons after brain injury now survive, compared

with 15%a decade ago. This increase in the numbers of persons who survive with

brain injury required that rehabilitation services find solutions for these persons'

problems.

One agency that was faced with an ever increasing number tipersons with 1B1

as the Ministry of Defence's Department of Rehabilitation which is responsible

for the rehabilitation of veterans. This problem became inure pressing after the

Six Day War and the war of attrition that followed upon the conclusion of that

war. The Ministry of Defence's Department ult. Rehabilitation found itself with

additional numbers of veterans with traumatic brain injury who required exten-

sive rehabilitation services to find their niche in society and employnwnt
commensurate with their abilities. Although these veterans' disability pensions

were generally sufficient to satisfy their economic needs, many of them were

unable to leave their homes or immediate community and, tlwrefore, led
restricted lives and were a burden On their families. Many of these veterans had

severe behavior problems which increased the level of domestic stress. These

veterans with hea,I, injuries and brain injury and their families requested with

increaqlg urgency that the Ministry of Defence's Depart ment of Rehabilitation

find solutions for their problems, It was clear that hospitalization in psychiatric

ispitals and nursing homes were not appropriate responses to these persons'
request for help (Gur, 1990). A oluti in that appeared promising was the setting

up of conununity-hased sheltered emplyyment workshops and intense treatment

priigrams specifically designed to mcA this population's needs.



In 1972, the Ministry of Defence's rehabiliration department initiated a request

to the psychology departmmt of Tel Aviv University for help in setting up a
community treatment and research program for persons with brain injury (Gur,

1990), The request was for a service that could help alleviate some of the severe

behavior problems manifested by the brain.injured veterans and develop treats

ment methods appropriate for this population. This service, which was situated

at the university, offered cognitive therapy, family counseling and individual and

group psychotherapy. These services were provided by a small unit for a limited

number of difficult cases. This unit constituted the first community.based
program that attempted to combine cognitive therapy with other intervention

techniques to alleviate the multifaceted problems that characterize the situation

of these persons with severe brain injury and their families.

The unit at Tel Aviv University was research oriented and served persons whose

brain injury had resulted in severe cognitive and behavior problems. Therefore,

it was not set up to help large numbers of persons with T1 11 or treat other veterans

whose brain injury was accompanied by less severe behavior and cognitive
disabilities and whose main problems were unemployment and social isolation.

In December of 1972, the Ministry of Defence's Department of Rehabilitation

requested help from the rehabilitation psychology program of the Department of

Psychology at Raritan University in setting up a research project to investigate

the feasibility of a service for brain injured veterans who were living at home but

were unable to return to their former place of employment and had not found

alternative employment in the open job markt!. . A rehabi I i tat ion center was set

up in the Tel Aviv area whose purpose was the provision of sheltered employ-

nwnt and recreational services for this population. initially, the center was part

of a research and demonstration project that evaluated the efficacy of the center

both in improving the functioning of these veterans and their families in a
number of significant areas of activity and in improving these persons and

tamilie quality of life. On the basis of the positive resultsof this research (Kat:,

(3alatzer, & Kravet:, (978). it was decided to retain the center as a permanent

service for this population ()I veterans.

The 197 Yom Kippur War significantly increased the need for community

programs for veterans with TRI. As a tragic consequence ot modern weaponry,

a fairly large number ot soldiers sustained head injuries and, therefore, required

extensive rehabilitation services. Three additional community programs Were

maimed to serve these veterans. These were (a) a day center at Reit Loewenstein

Ill lk 11.11



Medical and Rehabilitation Center (b) The National Institute for Rehabilita .
tion of the Brain Injured, and (c) the Unit for Neuropsychological Treatment

and Rehabilitation.

Beit Loewenswin is a major rehabilitation center which is sponsored by the
Worker hind's health insurance program. It provides a wide spectrum of medica I,

psychological, and social rehabilitation services for a variety of physical disahili.

ties resulting from paraplegia, amputations, cerehrtwascular accidents and cervio .

cranial injuries. After the Yom Kippur War Beit Loeweiistein became the main

medical center for the hospitalization and rehabilitation of Persons with T131.

This was a natural choice because the center had acquired experience in
developing specialized treatment programs for persons with TBi especially with

regard to the acute stages of the disability (Naienson, Mendelson, Schechter,

David, Mintz, & Oroswasser, 1974).

This concentration of persons with Tfll at the Beit Loewenstein Medical and
Rehabilitation Center required the establishment of new programs to meet the

needs of these persons. An extensive multidisciplinary program was initiated
which with time developed into a center for day care service. In the past, these

persons had often been hospitalized for long periods so that they could receive

extensive and comprehensive treatmeat. Since hospitalization usually does not

encoulage independence, providing this treatment as part of a lengthy hospital.

izat ion was often detrimental to these individuals' successful rehabilitation. The

day care center for persons with TB1 was set up so that these people could
continue to receive rehabilitation services while living at home and adjusting to

their new realities. These services were aimed at helping persons with TB1 and

their families cope with the difficulties associated with reintegration into the
family and the community. These services also helped to prepare them return to

the world of work whenever such an outcome seemed possible. This day center

was the prototype of the services that will Ile described in chapter three.

After the Yom Kippur War, the Rusk Institute at Ne'v York University tittered

assistance to the Ministry of Defence in developing treatment programs for brain

injured veterans. Thisoffer was accepted and Professor Yehuda Beti-Ylshay of the

Rusk Institute came to Israel with a number of his New York staff to help set tip

L.( immunity programs for the rehabilitation of vewrans with brain injury. Ile

originai proposal which was once again initiated and sponsored by the Ministry

of Defence's Department of Rehabilitation was to establish two parallel pro-

grams, one at the Ilea Lt)ewenstein Medical and Rehabilitant in Center and the

4



other a community-based program at Beit Halochem, a recreation and treatment

center for disabled veterans near Tel Aviv, However, the proposed program was

eventually modified and instead of the parallel programs two independent
rehabilitation programs for veterans with brain injury were developed. One was

the program at Beit Loewenstein and the second was located at the Beit
Halochem recreation and treatment facility.

The program at Beit Halochem was set up in 1975 by part of the staff from the

previously described nrograin at Tel Aviv University which had meanwhile
ceased functioning. iessor Ben.Yishay spent a year training and supervising

the team working on the project which was an intensive community.based
program along the lines found today at the Rusk Institute and other centers
throughout the world. The Reit Halocl tem program eventually evolved into the

National Institute for Rehabilitation of The Brain Injured which will be
described in chapter four.

The National Institute For Rehabilitation of the Brain Injured has recently taken

over professional responsibility for another comminity-based program in Haifa

which was set up to serve persons with brain injury who reside in the northern

part of the country. This program was initiated in 1981 as a joint venture of the

Ministry of Defence's Department of Rehabilitation, the National Insurance
Institute and Keren Mifalei Shikum. The latter organi:ation is an affiliate unit
of the Ministry of Labor and Social Services and is responsible for setting up and

maintaining vocational evaluation centers and sheltered workshops for persons

with a variety of physical, emotional, and social disabilities, The initial group of

persons with TBI served by this center included both veterans and civilians. The

program for these persons was set up as part tithe Ministry of Labour and Social

Services' evaluation center in the Haifa area. These brain injured person;, in
addition to participating in the general work experiences provided by the center,

took part in separate treatment programs especially designed to deal with
sequelae of the brain injury. This cooperative arrangement was recently term!,

nated and the unit tor persons with brain injury has become an independent
communit service which is managed by the National Institute for Rehabilita-
tion of The Brain Injured and funded by the Ministry ot Defence. This service will

be described in more detail as part ot chapter Iola.

The last .!1apter will describe the services provided b% the Unit tor
Neuropsycholoeical Treatment and Rehabilitation. This community prowit
11Th set up in 1977 to meet the needs ot persons with brain injury tor whom the

HI: NI.n..v 1111



existing services were inappropriate. The founders of this service wereoriginally

siaff members of the project at Tel Aviv University and Ikit Halochem who

joined together to set up this program. Psychologists involved in the program at

Tel Aviv Universitr were asked to continue seeing their patients on a private

basis when the project at the university was terminated, This private treatment

program provided the basis for the opening of the unit which also received help

from the Ministry of Defence's Department of Rehabilitation. The persons with

brain injury initially served by the unit were rehabilitants whose behavioral and

comimmicative dysfunctions rendered them unsuitable for the structured pros

grams then available. On the other hand, patients who were employed, but
because of cognitive or emotional deficits, required treatment in order to help

them cope and maintain their employment status (Klag & Moed, 1990).

fill persons with brain injury in Israel are eligible for serviL es provided by the

various rehabilitation agencies. Three principal pieces of legislation form the

legal foundation for the provision of rehabilitation services to persons with
disabilities: The Compensation and Rehabilitation for Disabled Veterans Act of

1949, The Work Accident Act of 194, and the General Disability Act of 1974.
Wilt:1.as the Department of Rehabilitation of the Ministry of Defence is charged

with carrying out the mandates of the first act, the rehabilitation branch of the

National Insurance institute is charged with carrying out the latter two acts.

The legal distinction between the status of pers, ins disabled as a consequence of

military service and the status of persons disabled in civilian circumstances is
ingrained in rehabilitation in Israel. In this way, the nation honors those who

paid an extreme price to Carry oUt its missions. The eligibility criteria for seraces

by the department of rehabilitation of the Ministry of Defence are: injury or

illness incurred during military service.

Civilians with disabilities are served by a number ot agencies. The rehabilitation

department t I the Nation:d Insurance I nst itute serves persons injured in work

accidents, those injured in acts of terrorism, and widows due to spouses' work

accidents. These persons are entitled to rehabilitation services to enable tlwm to

return to work. In addition to the above mem-Haled agencies, services are also

delivered to the general public 1 rehabilitation agencies established by special

legislative amendments within different government ministries.

The I )epart ment ot Rehabilitation ot the Ministry of Defence I irrent Iv serving

,1/4.19 2 veterans with bm in injur ot whoin 666 are classified as being mildly brain



injured, 225 with moderate brain injury and 179 as kwing severe brain injury.

The National insurance Institute estimate that out of a total population of
approximately 50,000 persons receiving disability pensions, 1,400 (2.8%) are

classified as having some form of TBI. These persons were injured either at work,

as a result of terrorist activity, or as a result of traffic and other kinds of accidents.

Summary

The need to help disabled veterans has always been an important motivation for

the establishment of rehabilitation services. Both in Europe and U.S.A., the
aftermath of the two world wars with the resultant large number of disabled
veterans provided tlw impetus for the initiation and expansion of services for

persons with disabilities (Oberman, 1965). Because Israel has had prohmged
severe security problems, disabled veterans have a special status in lstaeli society.

As a result, the ministry responsible for the rehabilitation of this population has

often played a pioneering role in the establishment of new innovative services.

The rehabilitation ser ices provided for this population are among the best in the

country. The Department of Rehabilitation of the Ministry of Defence played a

particularly central role in establishing a variety of services for persons with TB1

and was responsible for nearly all of the communin rehabilitation services
available for this population in Israel today. Without any doubt the fairly
extensive community set% ices avai lable today for both military and civilian brain

injured perms is I,. the result of the initiative and funding of the Ministry of
Defence's Department ofRehabilitat ion under the directorship of Mr. Arye Fink.

This monograph is dedicated to the rehabilitatum prolessionak serving in this

department and in the rehabilitation centers docribed in the ft 1k wing chapteN,

as well as NI the perm Ins with tratimat ic brain in iurv and these perm In,' families

wh() are served by these profesm(Inals.
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CHAPTER TWO
A Rehabilitation Center for VeKerans

with Severe Brain Injury

Shim) Katz, Ph .1) .

Introduction

This chapter will describe the activities and procedures of a community
rehabilitation center for veterans with severe brain injury. The center is a

combined venture of the Ministry of Defence's Department of Rehabilitation

which provides the funding and the rehabilitation psychology program of the

Department of Psychology at Bar-Ilan University which is responsible for the

administration and professional supervision of the center. An advisory commit-

tee made up of representatives of the Departnwnt of Rehabilitation of the
Ministry of Defence and the Department of Psychology at Bar-Ilan Ulliversity

provides administrative and professional guidance with regard to policy deci-

sions.

The main purpose for the establishment of the center in 197 was to provide
these veterans with severe TBI who received maximum financial benefits t'rom

the Department of Rehabilitat km but whose quality of life remained poor, with

a community service that winild be capable of satisfying their needs. It was felt

that a modified rehabilitation workshop might be an effective means for
attaining this goal, Two principles: (a) meaningful activity and (b) autonomy,

were the guidelines for the develtipment 1t the workshtip program and for the

workshop's Imp ang functioning.

The tirst principle, meaningful activity, relates to the need hi provide work and

other activitie, that allow the rehabihtant, to make meaningful uw of their
rer.onal and social re.ource,. Many of these veterans had been einployed for
years prior to their injury and in some cases had held senior posita ins in privide

and governmental organi:ations. Otlwrs had been studying at universities or
were planning on undertaking such studies after demobdrat ion Alt hough these

veterans were now functioning at a lower cognitive level a ru,u1 t of the brain

iniur%, they t ill arpearcd to ,It-are work and mtelle t ual ,Ik-ti% OWN hiLh wita LI

II I IR ii.11
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help maintain their self-esteem and provide a means for self-actuaNation.
Therefore, this workshop and rehabilitation center had to be different from the

traditional sheltered workshop which generally serves persons with developmen-

ral disabil it ies or severe physical disabilities who have ofwn never been employed.

In addition, some of the veterans who were candidates for the center had been

previously referred to existing sheltered workshops which had not been able to

satisfy their needs for self-esteem and self-actualization, and subsequently they

left these workshops. Therefore, the center had to provide these veterans with

work and other activities that would satisfy their unmet reeds.

The second principle, itiltonolny, relates to the programmatic and psychosocial

effort invested in encouraging these veterans with brain injury to participate in

the administration, decision making, and daily operation of the center. This
application of the principle of autonomy was based on the assumption that
encouraging the rehahilitants to accept these responsibilities would help in
making the activities more meaningful and, tluis, would help the rehabilitants

regain their dignity and self esteem.

The Rehahilitants

The center serves veterans with severe TRI who are referred by the rehabilitation

klepartnwnt of the Ministry of I )efence. Initially, the referrals were people who,

prior to their referral, had experienced failure in other sheltered workshop sen mg

and were unemployed, living constricted and non-productne lives. Their Itiw

vi war it mai and social status and their low level of life satisfaction were not only

nircu of distress for the individual, but also gave rise to family conflicts.

Another client 1,, yulat ion trom which the center received referrals were veterans

with TRI who, becauw iii severe hehavitir priwlems, had been institutionalized

in Psychiatric hospitals tor extenNi ye pen( ids ot maw. Some ot these veterans hild

Tent J., It in); is 20 %TXs in t hese hOspi1,111.

rehabilitants with severe brain damage are referred to the center on

iliSi harue fri tin hospital atter LI implet ion of an extensive medical, psyi

andki.gninve treatment pri Ice". The k tannin it programs that will be described

in the following chapters Also refer rehahilitants to the center. The Imter referrals

dry Aents wht ii ere divined nt in-teasibk. for emph Ivment ii i hcopen p b market

.itter t implyi kin of the lowiminit progrun rid toidow-up process.



The rehabilitams differ from each other with regard to the severity of the
disability, date of onset, cognitive deficits, emotional problems, personality, age

and family status and their expectations from treatment and perceptions of their

disabilities, However, they are all severely disabled in some area of functioning

and they all share relatively severe social and vocational handicaps. Many of

them had been rejected by their families, are divorced or are an extreme burden

on their families because of their need for constant supervision

At presem, 41 male veterans ranging in age from 21 to 61 at teno .1w Lover live

days a week. All of these veterans had experienced some brain inn!! y ano teceive

disability pensions that are generally sufficient fig their own and their faint hes'

support. In addition, all their medical needs are provided by the Department of

Rehabilitation and they are connected to a medicalfollow.up pnigram to which

they can be referred if necessary. Consequently, the m tivatu in to participate In

the activities of the center is probably not financial but for the satisfaction of

other needs.

The Center's Activities

The center was set up with the purpose of providing the veterans with a
vocational and social franwwork that wt add satisfy their needs and improve their

functioning in a number of life areas (Kat:, 19$4., Kat:, CrlIhref, & Kravet:,

19781. The assumption was that in im environment requiring autonomini%
responses, basic human needs most clearly emerge and, theretore, can be
optimally satistied. The center's goal was to create a sheltered environment that

sufficiently challenging to provide opponunities for sat istving a number ot the

rehabilitants' basic human needs. MAXImum freedom iii choice is alltmed ,md

hyptitlwtically aimed at pri.viding each rehbilitant with the opptItimiti,s and

stumilatIon to take as much responsibility possible tor their own lite And

actions. The graduated! 1,`'..?Lio, ii iii ,md vi 'cat h mn,il tasks are set up hi ,issisi the

rehabilitant .1 greater understanding and awdrene, iii thennelves,

their need, and Aline, and him thew need, Lan ht. met. Thi, 1, a step ttM.ird

giving them had, s, any selt and the feeling ot complishawm

The aitn ItIe ot the t enter dre dn ided tip into d limber tit tivit% are,i, wt

out ui Fiore I. 1...ILh rehabilif ant is tree to partk Ipite iii 'hese
.1110rd ing t thcir needs and abilities and in , ()ordinal ton s it h the ,tatt.

III IR I I
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Vocational Activities

From the onset, work was not only perceived as valuable in itself, but also as an

educational tool with implications for stages of an individual's accommodation

to the center. Work was seen as a method for the resoc ializat ion of the individual,

aml for the teaching of the skills required to benefit from the center. Vocational

activity was structured to generate intrinsic motivation, identification with the

work tasks and the center, and the willingness to initiate activities and to become

involved eith different aspects of the center's program. The difficuhies created

by the severe physical problems of the rehabilitants relevant to the programi:ting

of vocational activities were los troublesome than were the difficulties that

arouse from Cognitive, emotional and motivational problems. Vocational pro-

grams were developed that use work to a .tempt to limit the emotional damage

and hehavior problems, to improve imagination, and to foster creativity and

ambition. Staff sought methods to use work as a treatment MOde to improve the

quality of life of these rehabi Wants and to help them achieve normal patwrns of

life within the limitations of a severe disability,

"Orderly conduct" is )..t en cited as essential for any educatii mai, social or

perm inal achievement, hut when it becomes the major goal of a psychosocial

intervention, other more imp irtam goals may be endlessly deferred, or haally

neglected and a rehabilitation workshop may become a second-rate industrial

workshiip, with neither the pitennal for commie gains, nor the potential to

enable social and personal growth. As Power and MariiwIli (1974) state "because

of t he need for systemat icri nit ine actitit to, man Wt irkshops create an atmosphere

of low expectations and as such, the disaHed are kInly contained in their

weakness. ..."

We were away ot the prohler;., faced bv other worksh, ips where mon, icon, no

work had het (am. tlw Althi nigh ph iduc nem- w as often publicly

claimed t ii be a means ot achieving the gi mak itt reiLibilatm it in, it has often coin,

idonUnate the workshop's dei ision making ( Wohnskv & Kase, 1971). Thereti ire

met hods oforgani:ing the work were Si 'tight which wotild help to overcow these

problem, The workshop's vocational ilitn'ine% were imr2ani:cd so that the

rehahilitants could let qatt know hoth informally timalk whether tlwv

were liss.ltmstieJ ti ith din tasks.



Work Stations: Group Leaders

Work stations were set up consisting of three to four rehabilitants. Each work

station elected a group leader and was responsible fin assembly of a product.

Within each group tasks were allocated aceordint; to ability. The work leader was

responsible for the smooth running of the work station quality control and
discipline. At first the functioning of these work stations was depemlent on the

professional staff, but slowly the individuals in the stations began to function

with only minimal guidance from staff. This transition from relative dependence

to relative Mdependence was a slow process, but one which had a profound

impact on the work stations and on the rehabilitants who were employed by

them. This impact manifested itself in a number of areas.

1. The rehabihtants initiated a system of rotatitm by which they m add move

from one work station to another as required to facilitate production.

2. The rehabilitants developed an operatit mai interest in impn wing production

by reducing pntblems, faulty ctanponents, inadequate nioling, and met nuplete

work.

3. The rehabilaants assunwd the tasks of supervising, helping, and Lino iuraging

tht Ise rehabi lit1inr. who Were IN kir fl. akers or who required close and constant

superv hit )11.

4. The rehabilit ants undern tok the adequate maintenance oftools and the supply

ot raw material, required ft ir producnon and .4fertid advice and Lonqdhic ion

the "tan on the kinds ot pg required for the raniills work station,.

.1. The rehibi Ii tint were ropon.ible tor qu.1111% control mid the hel king tit the

finished produ, t boort. dispatch to the contra, tor,

h. Ilk. reh.lbillt,Itil be, ante involved with the Adinini.tratie ki irk .1..0, idled

%k ith putting tovether the %%moil. compohent,, tiih nionthl% ac,..tunts,

billings, pit dill.. thin iitItiL .roLk ti'Iufriil, inking ot

1-CL el% ed tor the ork.

At prvwnt thrs.%.1cin of Pe, ork %Lawns tittutmIuue him thin in more or le, the

smile nunneras add autialk. The statt ethOlraCt's prfst iii,d 1/1111.1t11e,,migrour

it mdiv idu.11 suggesnims ti it (hams md impro% einem. Struggle, tor kaderslnp

ire tider.itvd mud ithli% ihm.mL itt ti.iiit t* tit tL"sroll's1b11111 l Olt 0111%1;;Ca, o en

14 i)



when the struggles and individuality created gnwp frier ion. These struggles often

strengthe, ied the gnwp as a whole and, in the long run, the awareness of the

responsibility of each individual for his group and the center.

Type of Work

At first the center only assembled electrical components under sub.contract for

a number of factories. The work consisted of the assembling of switches, timeis

and control apparatus which required both manual and tool activities. With time

it was found that this type of work was not sufficient to meet the needs of the

rehabilitants if we wished to make use of their maximum potential. Furthermore,

a number of rehabilitants demanded more complicated and stimulating work. It

was decided to look into the possibili; of including some kind of manufacturing

task. Under the initiative of the occupational therapist a new department was

opened. This department produced children's lampshades, mobiles, and various

puzzles and games which were sold to stores. The next step was the opening of a

carpentry shop where bar stiiiiis, artists' easels, small pieces of furniture and other

items were produced on a contract basis for a number of permanent custonlers.

In addition any furniture repairs required at the center began to be carried out in

the carpentry shop. A new source of work activity was a nursery where shrubs and

plants are grown and sold to the public. Silk painting is presently being

investigated as a possible source ot work for a number of rehabilitants. After

discussion with an appropriate staff member, rehabilitants can change the k Ind

of work they perfl rmn 11 they can wilk part of the day in line area and in another

for the rest of the day. ( enerally new rehabilitants work for trial periods in a

number of areas until they find tasks that are satisfying and interesting. In mane

cases the ix:cup:atonal therapist uses the w, Irk st at ii m as an individual training

program tor a new rehabilitant who requires individual attention.

For a number ot years, the rehabilitants received payment tor their work at the

center. These paments were determined b an ad wagect immatee consisting

of three rehabilirants. Membership this ci aninittee was rotated eeer month.

Three Criteria: .itiendance, perseveranc e and pr, ductivity were used tiIdetertnine

each rehabilitant's monthly wage. A ui Ire detailed desc rq a ion ot t h is meth, kl is

presented by Kat:, et ii., ( )7N ). As the 1-..mber ot rehabilitants in.. reased, this

pr,)CedUte became It to unwieldy and the rehahilitants eventually decided to dt,

aw.i with it. Current k , the renunwrat ion received tor the mirk carried out in the

center is plaL d in a omminiM nat.1 which ls used to pa tor An and, ernight trips

and s, it i.il a, ova les and part les .11 the Yell! cr.

If I II: N1..n..ef



Educational, Avocational, and Social Activities

The guidelines for setting up the center were derived from a broad re-
conceptualization of the functions and goals of the traditional rehabilitation
workshop. Within this re-conc ertualization, provision of vocational opportunities

is only one of the means used to achieve its overall goal of improving the quality

of life of the rehabilitants. Prior to injury, many of the rehabilitants were

professionals or university students whose intellectual abilities were generally

high. As a result of the brain injury, their intellectual and cognitive abilities are

lower, however, many of them still express the need for intellectual and cognitive

stimulation, which seems extrenwly important for their feelings of self-esteem

and general life satisfaction. Consequently, in addition to work, educational and

other activities were introduced into the center's program to satisfy these !weds.

The work day begins at SW a.m. and at 10:30 a.m. there is a coffee break for an

hour. The coffee break, in addition to providing an opportunity to have coffee
and a light breakfast, is also used to foster interpersonal interact ions. Gaines such

as chess, dominoes, and Chinese clwckers are available and the rehabilitants are

encouraged to take advantage of the games and participate in these activit ies and

other informal social activities. Rehabilitants who are not familiar with games
are taught how to and e.scouraged iii play. These activities are a break from wi Irk

and provide ci )gniti ye stIMULIII011 and opportunity tor the development of

sociakation skilk. These informal activities are especially important for new
rehabi litmus, since tlwy are an imp, irtant means Ill becoming acquainted with

the other rehahilitants and, thus, tacditate their integration int, the wi irkshop.

ln addition to these informal social Kt wales, each rehabilitant is encouraged to

participate in a number ill more +Mit tired learn and activity groups. hew
ICIIVItles are presented in Fwure I, and may be carried oui Iii small groups, in

pairs, or individually, leroidInv, on the tpc. iit.mtvite.tod the md,eidual needs

ot the particular rehalllitant. A small stud group consists ill up to tour
rehabditants 1w,i0 meet to disillss nid study a subject which i s of interest to them.

Teachers Are AvAll.mble wht 1 Act As guiks, histering interact Ii in, but placing more

and more responsibility on the membersot theat nip. In some Cases a rellabIlltallt

will work w ith another rehahdaant on A speL itic problem. For example, I
rehabilitant with a speech pruul'lumii iii iddit ion to torm,d speech therapy, w ill he

eth umr.igsd %kith mother rchabiht.int %11,11 he lids learned during

o



therapy. These activity groups foster help-giving and mutual support and a
willingness to think about others. Thus, the groups may tend to diminish the self-

centeredness that may be sometiws characteric of persons with brain injury.

Offering a variety of activities increases the probability that each rehabilitant
will discover an area of interest that is both commensurate with his abilities and

satisfying. In addition, the rehabilitant and the staffsometimes discover strengths

of which neither were aware. Thus, a rehabilitant who participates in a painting

group with the art therapist might realize that painting is an enjoyable and

satisfying activity. The art therapist might discover that the rehabilitant has
artistic potential and, therefore, may encourage him to continue painting and

even to enroll in a painting course in the community. Asa result of such exposure

and experience, artistic endeavors have become a significant activity for a
number of rehahilitants and have had a profound impact on their self-esteem and

behavior. With tiine, a number of rehabilitants have shown 'heir art work in
exhibitions organized for this purpos.::. The drama and puppetry groups have also

performed before invited audiences during various social gatlwrings organized by

the social committee.

In a number of cases, participation in an activity group has resulted in the
acquisition of certain vocational skills which allowed t.l1 e person to them use

them in the open job market . Such an outcome occurred in the area of cl anputers.

A rehabditant who had never been involved with computers became interested

in them and with time demonstrated an ability to work with them. This

rehabil itant subsequently learned a program which is used in auto nail. shops.

AS a result he was placed in a job where he could use these skills. T1 eLucat.onal

activities, in addition to their enrichment role, are also geared to improving

funct ional day-to-day sk ills. Thus, arithmet ic is taught to help with the family

budget or to help one's children with their kimework.

This encouragement to express and use residual abilities that sat istv needs is an

important tacet of the Activities ot the center. It has been demonstrated that

these activity groups can play a significant ntle in moditving inappropriate
behavior and improving the selt-image ot the rehabilitant. They are also source

ot positive teedback fr,an the tamily and the environment.

Therapeutic Act mt les

he center pro% ides .1 t herapeut MAR-. tt) dual With ilk' 1'1'01'1011N

ot the reh.ibtht,ints and their t.anihes. These ak lude akin !Judi L ounsehnl:,

II I lit \1.41.-..,.t wit 1;



cognitive therapy, family therapy, marital counseling, psychiatric interventions,

speech therapy, and grim,. counsd ing. A consulting psychiatrist is available once

a week to monitor the behavior and the reactions to the medications which have

been prescribed for persons with severe behavior problems.

The center has an important role of providing the rehabilitants' families with
ongoing support and counseling. Over the years various groups have been
organized for the families. Two very central examples of these groups are: groups

for parents of unman ied rehabilitants and groups for the wives of the married

rehabilitants. In both of these groups problems related to the rehabilitants'
functioning and activities in the home are discussed. These groups have an
additional function, that of providing the parents and wives with a support group

and an opportunity to learn from each other ways of dealing with the mutual

problems that arise from hav ing a severely disabled brain.injured person at home.

In addition to the group work with families, the social workers at the center

maintain ongoing contact with the families to obtain feedback from them and
to provide support and counseling when necessary. Part of this ongoing contact

with the families includes perkxlic visits to the rehabilitants' homes and the
participation of the families in social events at the center. Even years after the

injury, parents and wives often continue to require supportive and counseling

services.

A number of severely disabled rehabilitants require the assistance of attendants

in the activities of daily living. In some cases these attendants live with the
rehabilitant in an independent living arrangement. The staff at the center
provide ongoing individual support and supervision for these attendants. Ex
perience has dem( instrated that this support and supervision for attendants is

extremely important in preventing burnout.

The tel.abilitation center sees its role not only as providing a place of work for

the rehabilitant.:, but also as a source of support, guidance, and therapeutic
intervention tor many aspects of the rehabilitants' hves.
supportive and cininseling services are an integral part ot the

by the center.

DIE CENTER'S AININISTRATA )/\,'

Sharing Managemenz Responsibility

Therefore, these
services provided

The philosophy of sharing responsibility with the rehabilitants tor the mulage
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me nt, decision making and smooth running of the center is expressed in various

ways. Three rehabilitants are elected by their fellow rehabilitants to serve as a
social committee and to act as a liaison between the rehabilitants and the staff.
The functions and responsibilities of this committee are:

1. Toe; isure the smooth ritiming and responsibk management of the work stations. One

member of the committee is responsible for making certain that an adequate
supply of raw material is available and that the finished products are sent off
on time to the suppliers and that payment for the work is received. This
includes taking care of the orders and delivery of goods and products and bills
associated with the work. The committee visits factories together withstaff to
ascertain whether a particular factory can provide appropriate work for the
center.

2 To deal with interpersonal conflicts and disciplinary problems that arise among the

rehabilitEmts. The committee deals with complaints against a particular person
who is not pulling his weight or is causing disruptions and takes disciplinary
action against these individuals if the complaints against them are found to be
justified. This disciplinary action can take the form of suspending the person
from the center for a period of time or the payment of a fine for inappropriate
behavior or damage to the center's property. The committee can grant special
leave requests for leave of absence or permission to come to work late. The
social committee also assigfls such tasks to various rehabilitants as the re.
sponsibility for the laundry, buying groceries, and washing the cups after the
coffee break.

orgoluze gatherings These gatherings include parties for families and friends
and trips and outings for the group.

4 'To manage the finances 14 the rri)up. One member (4 the social conumttee has
the right to sign checks and thus takes care of the group's bank account, keeps
the b()oks and controls the expenditures of the rchabilaants' activities.

Once a Month all the rehabilitants meet to discuss Ft )11eins either related ro the
group As a whole or to particular mdividuak. The sot: committee ra ises issues

at these meetings tk )1- group approval or decision making. During these meetings,

the rehabilitants have an opportunity to take responsibility tor the workshops by.
expressing their opinions and votim, on issues.

It Ilould be mew, toned that this shartly(lt NT:041111v ,A as d resswhkh was

ILI IR ic`
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developed over a number of years. In order to facilitate this process, the social

committee meets with the professional staff periodically to discuss problems and

to make suggestions for change.

Organization of Daily Program

Each rehabilitant has a daily schedule of activities which is displayed on a special

bulletin for this pirpose. in this way ,Iach rehabilitant knows where he should be

at any one time during a particular day merely by looking at the bulletin hoard.

However, some rehabilitants have a little wallet in their pocket with their
timetable to which they can refer if necessary. If a rehabilitant is unable to read

or is disoriented, one of the members of the social committee will remind him of

his scheduled activity and send him to the appropriate activity. In this way, the

staff can also supervise the daily activities of the rehabilitants. The rehabil i tants

attend the center fivu days a week, Sunday to Thursday, from 8:00 a.m. to 2:00

p.m. Transr lation is provided to and from the workshlip for most rehabilitants.

In some cases the families are responsible for arranging the transportation of the

family member.

Professional Staff

At present, the professional staff consists of the director of the center, a ha if.time

rehabilitation psycho!, )gist, two work supervisors, three teachers (ciunputers, art,

general), a social workec, an occupational therapist, a full-time arts and crafts

specialist, a half.time speech therapist, and various specialists who work on an

mrly basis and run specific activity groups. In addition to their specific
professional roles, each staff member acts as a case manager for a number of

rehabilitants. The allocation of rehabilitants to case managers is generally based

on the quality of the relationship that naturally develops between staff nwmhers

and rehabilitants. Staff members are eno Imaged to form Mut irmal relationships

with the rehabilitants which then form the basis for further therapeutic work
with the rehabilitants. It, fig example, one u 4. the work supervisors develops an

open and genuine telationship with a rehabilitant, then when necessary he i ir she

may cininsel with that rehabilit ant under the supervision of the psychologist or

mirksb.ip director.

VollIntcerS

As the main purpose ot the cento . .mprovemcnt ot the tiverall ,pia

life ot the rehabilitants,etfort is 'r In providing serVit es h in leisure Ilnle

)



activities. Volunteers are often used to initiate and supervise these activities. A

number of the rehabilitants, especially those with severe cognitive and behavior

problems, have volunteers who spend time with them after work or on weekends

in various social and cultural activities. These activities include going to a movie

or museum, shopping, and teaching appropriate social skills by modeling or by

repeated practice. These volunteers receive supervision from the center's staff.

Volunteers seem to help the rehabilitants use their leisure time more effectively.

By spending time with the rehabilitant, volunteers also provide respite care

which eases the burden on the rehabilitants' families.

Data on Persons Served by the Center

Since its inception the center has served another 25 veterans with brain injury

in addition to the present 41 rehabilitants. These 25 veterans had spent at least

three months at the center and ceased their participation in the center for a

number of reasons. Some of them were older veterans who were close to

retirement age and felt that they did not need the services of the center any

longer. A small number were referred to other sheltered workshops beciise of

their special needs or oecause they moved to other cities. Veterans who had

improved to the extent that they could find employment in the open job market

were encouraged to Jo so and are followed up by the center's staff. Some

rehabilitants left the center after a 'lumber of years because the staff felt they had

improved and attained some type of stability and as a result were able to live

independently in the community without being a burden on their families.

Certain of these rehabilitants became occasional workers, while others were

enrolled in neighbi who, d cc immunity center activities and the rest i)f their

time at home. A small number oi rehabilitants have taken over the tole ot

lusekeepin, while their wives are mph lyed outside of the htime.

Summary

The main gilal ot the rehabdu anon cent et- is to Impn lye the qualm- of life itti hese

severely disabled vetenms and their tamilies. In order to facilitate this, a wide

spectrum of work, soclal, and educational act telt leS,ire available which st Matte

Interest and .111(111' for freedinn ot chiuce. Tiw activities are aimed at assisting the

rehabilitants to achieve a greater understanding and awareness ot themselves,

their needs and abilities, and him. these needs c.on K Mel.

The i.enter's phil,miphy is based oll .1 Qniwth model ot nualeatkai

It I ii
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I 943) which maintains that the gratification 4 4. basic needs stimulates and

generates higher order iweds and the activities associated with satisfying these

new needs. In other works, the center strives to find the parameters and activities

that can create a balance between hility and performance assuming that this
balance is what leads to satisfaction and subsequent personal growth and self.

actualization. The rehabilitants are provided opportunities to discover and
express their abilities in a permissive atmosphere. The expression of these
abilities provides satisfaction and positive feeling of self.worth and dignity.
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CHAPTER THREE
An Integrative Rehabilitation Program for People

with Traumatic Brain Injury at the
Loewenstein Hospital Day Care Center

Dr. J. M. Stem

Introduction

fhe lAwwenstein Rehabilitation Center, in Raanana, Israel, provides an all-r
inclusive rehabilitation program through its various rehabilitatitm-ori-

ented departments. It caters t'or about 270 patients suffering from a range of
disabilities from limb amputation, diseases of the peripheral nervous system,

degenerative diseases of the central nervous system, and hemiplegia resulting

from CVA or tumors. There are also departments for prolonged comatose
patients and for the rehabilitation of patients with TIM.

The structure of the hospital allows follow-up of the patient from the acute state

immediately fllowing 1,11ry tArough to more chronic states. In other words, a

continuity of treatment exists from the time the patient is still unconscious to the

time he returns to his 11atural environment and society. Complete hosotali:a.
tion facilities are available from the initial post-injury stages to ambulatory
treatment in later stages when the patient return, to his family.

The nont )11 of centrali:ing treatment tor patients who are brain-injured was
conceived after the Yom Kippur War in 197 3 when the large number of TIM ONes

IICONItated the creation of t Inc facility that would be equipped to treat all the

injury-related 1 Ipamo,,)gles. Thus a high level Ministry t I leak h decision was

en to convert the Loewenstein I lospual into a hospitalrat 1 ni center '*or TRI

patients, staffed by .1 special ly-trained team to meet the treatment requirement,

of these patients. This was a totally innovative concept in Israel, for until 1973

TR! patient, were either hospitalred in yarn nis general or psychiatric- hospitals,

or they were kept at hilMe There had been no simle framework which

spec iali:ed in treating 1111 the characteristic problems encountered by these

atient,ind treatment was thus mi. unplet e, unpr,,tessional or IN

11-1.11:



Why do we emphasize the necessity of a multidisciplinary team! Brain injury is

manifested in four imin areas:

1.0001110t

Communication (all aspects of language disorders)

Cognition

Behavior.personality

he fact that damage is manifested on many levels necessitates treatment
intervention therapists representing a spectrum of disc iplines who are capable

of working as an integrated and complementary team. It is generally recognized

that the chances of a good outcome are greatly enhanced when the professionals

who treat the patient work in close cooperation with each other.

This was one of the precepts fundamental to the establishment of a centralized

rehabilitation unit under one roof. Since its inception, a multidisciplinary team

has been established with the object ive of coping with all these problems. A great

dol of experience in the treatment ot' TBI patients has been acquired in the

interim by the hospital.

A look into the history of rehabilitation reveals that at least in us early stages

focus was almost exclusively on the physical aspectsof disability. Underlying thk

approach was the conviction that the rehabilitation pnicess was successfully
accomplished when the body's lost functions were restored. We have since
leanwd that the physical components ot impairnwnt are accompanied by many

other problems that also require attent ion. The paranwdwal professions have
thus been gaining an increasingly central and promnwnt place In all stages of
rehabilitation, since the disabled person is considered as a whitle, as One llnitled

emit% kt)111posed Ot many intmea. I mg comptments, fl me iii which ean be

overlooked in the rehabilitation proles,.

Many other protession, slic.h as Nihigim, chnit.al rehabilitation

soti.d work, and speech therapy have been introduced into tilt
rehabilitation process, tak ing an equal pl,ke alongskk phystom herdpv and nnrs-

ing that have tradltmnally been the more reetigni:ed modalities tor treatment.

24



Post-injury Treatment: Early Stages

Clinical experience has taught us that the physical disorders, which receive the

most attention, characterize the first stages after injury and tlwrefore necessitate

immediate primary intervention. However, with the physical problems there are

problems on other levels, as described above, which require no less urgent
intervention. It is known that significant improvements in the TBI patient's
condition can he attained close to the time of injury, and therefore treatment
should be started without delay. The somwr intervention is introduced, the
greater the chances of ..apid and significant improvements on all levels.

As with every instance of mental or physical dkorders, the pathology in the wake

ot the injury is manifested in all the systems with which the patient comes into

contact. All factors involyi d must undergo reorganization, particularly the
patient's family. The pre-trauma homeostasis is disrupted following injury, thus

all aspects of thc patient's life require reorganization to enhance the prospects of

successful rehabilitation.

The family needs ti learn how to live with the new situation; how to relate to the

patient and how to avoid developing rejecting and/or aggressive kelings towards

him, especially when (in the stages when he is still incapable of considering the

needs oft ithers) he demands their exclusive attention in fulfilling his own needs.

The family usually expresses ambivalence, feeling dutybound to dee. t hein .

wlves to the patient on the line hand, but not being able to surrender their own

personal needs on the other hand. This conflict gradually intensifies after the
inn !al period in which family tnembers are prepared to ,levote themwlves
unconditionally and tirelessly to improving the pat lent's cimflit ion. Frustration

and burnout take over when the initial symbiosts ceases to prevail. All these
proHems require treatment, which clearly needs to he comprehensk e and
relevant to all the priiblem area, cxprosed in the , linic,il firuar

In the first stages after injury, ps% chi ilogical and sof id intereeni ion is needed in

order to ',comic acquainted %kith the pat lent's problem f ontiguration, and to

attempt to find a prelmunarv solut ion. In oilr framework, theretore, there is a

division hetween the imt holoeist who relates to the intr,iNt Ii k ,Ispeits of the

patient's emotional Is, and the ,ocml worker who relates to interpersonal

rekt lon,hir. and links w ith t .01111111mm . The primary prof ow, hAndled

the prote,ional thrapists at thls staQc trek tmilh, the hrst sters communit

tehAht.it Ion, in the st'llst' th,li attempts .1re 111.ide to return the per, Iii w. ith



disability to his environment in an optimum functioning state. As a means of

attaining this objective, ties are formed with a community representative in the

person of a rehabilitation worker of one of the major institutions (the National

Insurance Institute or the Ministry of Defence) who will assist in the harmonious

reintegration of the patient into the community. The reciprocal interaction

between the treatment staff in the hospital and the community representative

allows the integration of the person with a disability on his own terms, and helps

to prevent him from entering a vacuum. However, in the initial stage many of the

potential problems have not yet fully crystallized since the patient lives in the

sheltered environment of the hospital ward which allows regression and does not

present the patient with real life situations. In fact, the patient is not faced with

real demands, he is not required to handle them, and he is therefore often

completely unaware of his difficulties.

When the patient leaves the ward, he is usually only partially aware of his

problems, and th, refore often fails to understand the necessity for continuing

therapy. After returning into the "real" world, however, he gradually learns to

recognize the impairments which prevenr him from succeeding at self-imposed

tasks within his family and social framework.

Post-injury Treatment: Later Stages

Foflow-up Clinic and Day Cenwr

In order to solve these problems we established an ambulatory framework with

the objective of tre.it ing the disorders which appear in the later stages-after injury.

Patientsare referred to the Jay center after attempting to live outside for varying

period, of time. Referral is made either t hn nigh a rehabilitation worker (from the

Ministry of Defence or the National Insurance institute) who represenh the

person with TRI in t he « inunanit v, or atter having undergone a c(imprehensive

and inteuative assessment, in our ti

The rehabilitation 1%orker, .1,010ed NI the person trom the moment he 1,

recogni:ed t uch by the Mumtry a, having a di.ihuiitv, h very well-acquainted

uh the patient and hi, proHem,. This worker is at the toretront of eftorts ti

assist the patient in ltiping with the gamut of problem, encotintered in real life,

and when the worker leek that she is unkle be etteu ivy ,he refer, the patient

to us to begin or iont mac ti...itment.



Upon referral the patient undergoes several examinations, including: medical,

neurological, psychiatric and neuropsychological examinations. When neces-

sary, auxiliary tests may also be used to assess the problem (blood tests, EEG, CT

scan, physiotherapy examinations, sleep laboratory examinations, etc.).

Once again we stress that our approach is comprehensive. We always try to

explain the pathological phenomena from every possible pathological point of

view. The advantage of our follow-up arrangement is that it enables us to

evaluate the pat ient's general condition, to pinpoint major contl icts and strengths,

and to assess the degree of social support that can be expected from the person's

milieu. When the evaluation is complete, we decide whether or not to accept the

patient into the ambulatory treatment framework at the Loewenstein Center.

In order to be accepted patients must meet the following criteria:

1. The patient must be independent in his daily life.

a.).e to .00., a:ter .1.111se.:, capable of some introspection.2. He must I I I f 1 1

3. 1 le must be abk to express himself.

4. lie must be mot.vated to irnpn we.

5.1 le must have "rehabilitation potential."

Since the moment per pat lent 1, very high, w e must he able to ,IN,e,s whether

indeed the patient the ability to change and unpn we.

Structure of the Day Center

The team Con,m, of a p.vehlatilst 160 ha speci,dred in the moque ritlhIlogy

ot TRI and w ho m alst, head ot the center, rehabiht,ition rvcholo-

glq,, and noirop.vcholoo,h. Ntoreover, inie the unit i located in veneral

rehabilitation ho,pit.il, it benefit from additional medtc,il

%ay lies needed for the rehabil tat ion pr,

It .11,411,1 he tuned lucre that in the later tage, following injury, the principle

tocti, 1, on the pat lent', p.vcholov,ical and cognitive problem., and therefor,

thew are the dhciphne, which are ,t reed during thi..taia. Hint et cr tte nuot

ma he mislead in tuiit (lb H daht! MCI thta hram injur h pnaial a medical /to Jblem ,

it hilc the prohle? its it c ?mention are the \equenti uronic hram pathub)g).

II 1. N1,1 h Iv
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The day center was established in 1975 as a framework where the patient spent

eight hours daily attending individual, group, and occupational therapies.
Clinical work was divided between psychotherapy and cognitive therapy. It very

soon became clear that this environnwnt was inadequate in meeting patients'
requirements. The patients tended to view the center as a maintenance shelter,

very remote from teal problems encountered outside. At that time the model

presented by the unit was simply a continuation of the hospitali:at ion ward, with

all the shortcomings of this approach. Patients showed little motivation to

change, thus making no effort to improve, and therefore remaining in the same

regressive state as earlier. On the whole, they expected to continue receiving

what they considered was owed to them, without taking any responsibility for

their actions or their future. They remaiiwd dependent on their therapists and

failed to develop independence.

Therefore, tlw basic concept and structure of the center became converted into

a kind olextended day clinic which the patient attends once or twice per week

tor therapy. For the remainder of tilt: week lw is in a suitable work or occupational

environment. I lere we stress a substantml change in our attitude towards the

importaiwe of the rehabilitation process in TBI patients. Treatment is viewed as

Only One eomponem that supplements the patiem's erperienee of reality, and is under

no :ircumstanees a substitute for it. Every treatment framework represents a
simulated leality in which the patient is accepted unconditionally, where he is

understot and where he is permitted to express himself freely. Thk reduces the

prospects ot the patient changing and modifying his behavior. le does not

receive meaningful feedback to any behavior distortions so he Ihis no way ot

Lut twing ill what extent others find his hdlay Ion reasonable and acceptable.

The Treatment Philosophy 4 the Day (:enter

When the patient 1, referred to the unit we t..ice a large range ot prithlems. I low

L .111 IheNe problem, be addres,ed.' lutial iii riihologwal inuNi tmrt

dmvni Ise tke l mnmc.il syndri,ine accurately. The diagnosis should relate to both

rkr'onalu and Lognitive tacit its. 'Fhis point perliapsdeserves %Only ehhtit.ii

The implic,it is dim when the patient is examined, one should look not old \

I, It damaged tunction, expressed, tor ex.imple. during the neurohveholoimal

1,e,ment, but oiw should .11,0 .inah:e the remmtune, strone, bealiln abilities.

The ...line bolds true for person.ibt v evaluant



Diagnostic Methods

Before describing our diagnostic methods, it is necessary to raise the fundamental

conceptual issue of whether or not it is possible toassess cerebral damage. Inother

words, is there a direct link between function as expressed in assessment on the

law hand, and healthy or damaged cerebral structures on the other? Many tests

for diagnosing brain injuries in clinical practice are reported in the literature. Yet

from our point of view, the question still arises: do these tests measurewhat they

purport to measure? In our opinion no hasty decisions should be made on the

subject. It seems to us that every test measures primarily the quality ofthought

processes. It is possible to assume cerebral damage on the basis of the quality of

various thought processes, and in particular impairment of these processes, only

if pathognomonic patterns are found. For this reason, the diagnostic system we

have devised is grounded on what the literature describes as the characteristic

function of each cerebral lobe separately, and each hemisphere separately. The

following functions are tested: perception, praxis, psychomotor reaction time,

verbal and visual memory, I( igical thought processes (transitive. analogic, and

induct ive,deductive thought processes), categorization, organ izatii m (if thought

processes graded in complexity from simple tasks with few elements to complex

tasks with many elements, mathematical problem solving. Miist of the tasks are

presented verbally and visually.

At the Loewenstein Center, the emphasis w hen admmistering the tests is not

necessarily on t he quantifiable final result (output), but rather on the qualiry of the

priicess or th... strategic, used by the pat Lent to reach a solution. We consider the

manner in which the patient works Illore i n1r ortant man hl% Output, since our

t Teat rant prilgram m based tin the evaluation result,. A qual it at i ve .inalysis iii

performance allows us to discern the weak link in the patient \ engulf ive

prot. esses and to thus treat it rationally.

Parallel to the twurop,wholoocal diauno.1., we al,o adminhter a diagno.t

,hscNIIIvIll kitten specifically Jirecteki It iward, the behavii,ral-ps.rson,dity ele

ments t vpical of TBI patients. Thh nudti-questioned struLt tired Intel-1101 I,

oared to examine all behavioral elenwnt in TBI p,Itmemlt inimlar t oat

einph Ina psycho ni intake interview. The qiiv.tionnAire ndtv Ijud into the

tollowft ,ection: teIlerIl histor% Ilk Illdll114 premmr% ps. .00logical pat holog ,

INC iniur, duration ot det. riptitm ot the pat lent', Lon,11-

non .11 lime ol Inter% IL1, v.inott Looltive processes in, hiding the ditto-Lau

II I ii t. I,



kinds of memory, awareness, behavioral characteristics, comparison of family

relationships before and after injury, personality traits before and after injury,

language disorders, sleep disorders, and a general summary which, on the basis of

the personality and behavioral changes described during the examination,
attempts to locate the cerebral damage. Each section is detailed and includes
many questions aimed at obtaining the maximum precision possible in relation

to present disorders.

The advantage if our questionnaire is that it is based on the great wealth of
experience accumulated over many years of working with a populvion of persons

with brain injury, and it relates specifically to the c inkal symptoms encountered

in this type of pathology. In addition, by means of a qualitative description, it is

also possible to quantify the severity of the disorders according to the interviewer's

impressions. This type of questionnaire also makes it pi issible to carry out
research and to compare patients at a later stage, and to evaluate the severity of

damage, an aspect which is insufficiendy described in the literature.

Treatment Methods

Only alto reaching a personality and cognitive diagnosis for the patient can a

treatment program he develt Ted.

The main thrust of the treatment program centers int the two aspects with the
greatest attract on tlw rehabilitation process: (a 1 ovum onpcunnents and
h) hehavuiral and personality change.s.

Cognitive Treatment

Our treatment pol ICY is based lari..!ely on the imp( irt ant principle ot compensa-

tion. Rather than attempting to ci Ty directly with the weak or damaged Ii uk in

the cognitive process, we bypass it by providing a treatntent framework which

emphsre, the patient \ strong points instead. On k in the second stage is tl.:
patient required to transfer his accomplishment, to hi, unpaired taciluy. A
typical example, which we have described elwwhere, i iii patient with severe

proHem, in verbal mem, try and ot her mental processes ass, w hit ed with language.

Treatment was directed at enabling him to use the timenons ot the right
hemisphere ( visual tool, and ciimponent,). and later he was required to t ranslate

what he had done into t he verbal ti lois at his disposal. We demi instrat ed that this

torm of treatment enabled luin to enrich his language and hence to me rease lus

capacity to overcome mans baq, ditticulnes.



Many assumptions underly the choice of this therapeutic technique. When,

during the course of treatment, the patient is presented with a task which he is

incapable of handling, he will predictably fail, Consequently he loses confidence

in himself and in his abilities. He reacts with responsive depression and his

motivation to continue with therapy decreases. On the other hand, when the

patient is given tangible evidence that he is capable of succeeding, his self esteem

and faith in his own ability are restored, both important factors in increasing his

motivation to continue therapy. His increasing strength allows him to better

handle failure when it arises, and raises his frustration threshold level.

Our cognitive therapy techniques ate based on the findings of the patient's

neuropsychological diagnosis. In other words, every treatment is individually

tailored and makes use of materials taken from the patient's areas of interest. We

try to avoid the use of neutral or standard exercises since the patient hses interest

in them. When given these exercises the patient frequently fails to understand

the connection between his work in the therapy room and the problems he must

face in his own world. We thus attemp: to us,.' the material that the patient brings

with him from the outside, and to comPruct the treatment program around it. On

the part of the therapist, this approach demands considerable creativity and

flexible thinking, ant. tI .le courage to face totally new situations, For example, the

therapist works with a student on his school material, with a lawyer on legal

material, with an engineer on engineering matenalind so on. Of course, this

requirement is potentially stressful for the therapist since NAL' is not always

familiar with the material she is required to work with, but the obvious advantage

is that there is a connection between therapy and the patient's aCt i Vit ies outside

the hospital. The fact that therapy material is carefully chosen is important for

the patient since it also contributes to his feeling that he is being treated w ith

respect, that what he ,Ioes is appreciated, and that the treatment is anchored in

real life.

In recent vears 4,e have introdut ed an additional therapeut IL tool, computer-

based cognitive therapy. Yet again, kised I in out wide experience with patient%

wIth TRI, we have learned to reL44nre main characteristic impairments. Thh

ha% led to the construction of a treatment system related to the most commonly

found problems. with .peef,d emphasis on two aidin muds: ) the indhihtv

Construct hypotheses and (b) rigidity ot thinking and unpaired shating

11 vpot hesi. onstrik t the tallrleN and aktrict thought pi-, esses

In Li ilv Use, is an integrative thoughi prok ess \dm h demands the k toi,40

11.11 : i I
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beyoad the given information. This is accomplished by determiningour goal and

the best and most efficient way of attaining it. Therefore, the process used in

constructing a logical thought set demands a methodical approach involving the

correct analysis of all the component parts of the task, weighing up every single

unit of information and their relevance to the goal, comparing them to other

simultaneous bits of information, and finally constructing the rules governing

their common denominator. This basically complex and integrative thought

process mobilizes our total cognitive capacity. Clearly, following cerebral injury

in which many cognitive thought components have been damaged, tlw patient

is unable to exercise this process effectively.

In order to cope with these cognitive deficits we thought that it would be
worthwhile to focus on this particular and integrative aspect of the patients'

disabilities, namely the difficulty they experience when asked to construct

hypotheses. For this purpose, several therapeutic approaches were developed

over the years, based mainly on paper.and.pen exercises. We felt that it would

be more effective to take into account the practical and psychological advantages

of a computer environment and we therefore developed some specific software

for this purpose. We had to write our own software because: (a) the usual teaching

programs on the market are geared for children and ( b) the programs geared for

TRI patients relate ma.n.y o perceptual problems (visiomotor coordination and

react ion time).

VsVe devised a self-contained series of I I lessons, with about 10 to 12 exercises per

lesson, based on hypodwsis-torming and -shifting. The training exercises are

aimed at gradually and nwtht ka.,.......es.oring this lost capacity to the patient,

starting at relatively simpk. levek containing a small number of Concepts (e.g.,

color or shape) and graduating to levek in which attention must be paid to more

comp! icatediktract and less readily not iceable ompt 'pent s.

The Alvantage ot our training e\ert ises is that the% can be used regardless ot any

specitic disorder resulting TRI. They are Constructed in such w av that they

denhind simulmneim, AL tion ot many thought process operations. The obiective

is to always rela,e to what isdetincd as high ort teal tunct ions. rather than to any

spe, itic tine such as perception, psyt homotor reaction tulle, at tention, menion

and praxis.

Our method iii detiniteh be ,ki.ipted to ihe with all type, ot brain inpine., %Mt e

It .It ICIIIrs It) .11.11vate lobe-related tunk lions belonging sertalk and

il



permanently to both hemispheres. The underlying principle of the exercises is to

develop, at different levels of complexity, the integrative thought processes.

During training sessions, it is not sufficient that the patient answers correctly

(which does not interest us per se, but is rather an indicator of his way of

thinking), but he is required to explain how he arrived at any particular solution.

It is important to bring the patient to the stage where he is capable of fonnalizing

his answers, or in other words, he is forced to conceptualize and verbalize his

responses and utilize appropriate goal-oriented concepts.

The advantage of using the computer as a therapeutic tool is that it is appealing,

"magical," and powerful. Patients were observed to be alert, curious, interested,

and above.all, totally cooperative. At the end of training sessions they requested

more exercises and were disappointed that we could not oblige.

Method

The series uses the graphics of the Macintosh computer and presents the

exercises in visual form. The patient works independently, accompanied all the

way by a therapist. Every exercise aims at activating higher integrative cognitive

functions, and in practice, the following functions are used at all times for every

exercise:

identifying visual stimuli,

collecting a.. .n.rormation from the stimuli,

pt.( wessing, sorting and categorizing this informal ion on ddferent levek,

priper analysis material,

ciinst meting a hypothesis conLerning the rules underk ng the organi:atk )11 ot

the given information,

kontinual testing ot tile lo,potilesis,

discarding unsuccessful II\ potheses and pertoruling,i shift to const rut. ting new

ones on the Kish of different cdtegorrAtions,

determining the relevant ruleind

at. I ly.111111; a HO% visthil 11111ths (the next selt-iuntalnud Wilt ).
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For each new exercise different criteria apply, and if in one exercise the concept

of color is used, the next one will use form, size, location or number. These are

what may he called simple criteria. More complex exercises require the use of
different logical rules, and deductive and analytical thinking ability.

A standard step in die procedure is to alwa ys ask the patient to explain his choice.

It is imperative to know whether or not a correct answer is intuitive (right
hemisphere), or whether indeed it utilizes the function of the left hemisphere.

Since we actually want to teach the patients to translate their perceptions
verbally, we are primarily interested in left hemisphere activity. This procedure

enables the therapist to know if the choice is well-defined. (For more information

about this technique, please see our article by Evyatar A., Stern, M. J., &hem-

Toy, M., & Groswasser, 1. (1988), Hypothesis forming and computerized
cognitive therapy in Roger Wood (Ed.), Comitive Rehabilitation in Perspective,

Taylor & Francis, Basingstock England, 1988.)

ychotherapeut ic Treatment

Psychotherapy is based on tlie same principles governing cognitive therapy
outlined above. The purpose of psychotherapy is to enable the patient to gain
cognitive and emotional insight into himself. This is by no means a simple matter

since it is commonly believed that patients with TBI are cut &from their inner

emotions. They rarely describe their emotions spontaneously, and especially
avoid exposing their feelings to strangers. It is important to establish a therapeu-

tic alliance and basic trust between the patient and therapist. Since the patient

fears appearing to be "insane," he prefers to remain reticent about himself, his

feelings and his experiences. One way we found of circumventing this problem

was to use, as a therapeutic approach in the unit, materials that express the
emotional contents belonging to the primary pri esses, namely, the material

manifested in the' patient's dreams. Another means of working totally
unjudgmentally with the patient's emot n mal contents is through art therapy.

It should be noted that using dreams as a theriipeutic tool is a fairly original
approach, since reports in the literature discount the possibility tt- it people who

have experienced brain injury dream, and if they do, the dreams are not
remembered. Our experience has shown that when the importance of dreams is

stressed during therapeutic sessions, a sinificant number ot dreams are revealed.

These dreams increase gradually and noticeably in complexity, expressing
mot it mid contents as CNP.I it.11Ce",.

4
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The use of this material makes it possible to process the significance of the

patient's experiences through psychotherapy, and often to his complete surprise,

the patient himself learns of the depth of the levels within.

Psychotherapy also places special emphasis on the meaning of the mourning

process through which the patient must pass; we speak here of a special kind of

mourning, since it is mourning for the parts of his own personahty that have been

lost. In cases of brain injury, the patient faces an extremely difficult task which

demands relating to two parts of his ego: (a) the pre.injury ego and (b) the post-

injury ego. The gap between these two parts tithe ego is oiw of the most difficult

obstacles in the therapeutic process to bridge, since the patient is often unable

to surrender the ego that characterized and defined him prior to his injury. The

pre.injury ego becomes idealized, as we see in all cases of mourning, and thus

prevents the potient from investing in the present for the future. He remains

entangled in the web of a largely unrealistic past that saps his psychic energy,

preventing progress towards the future. We believe that the reconciliation of

these two parts is the major objective of any therapeutic process. One of the

initial clinical signs announcing the first stages of insight is the onset of

depressive elements in IMe c..n.ca, I synterome, an essential prerequisite for the

patient to mobilize his inner strength in order to construct his new identity.

In addition to individual psychotherapy, we also pay special attention to

interpersonal relationships following injury, especially to interfamily relation.

ships. Snce the injury touches on all aspects of the patient's life, family relation

obvic aisly play a major role in the overall rehabilitation process.

The day center thus provkles not only individual therapy, but also tlwrapy for the

patient's spouse, either separately or together with the patient. These two

instances fulfill two totally distinct aims. Spouses enter therapy to focus on their

own needs, as a separate entity. It is not unusual to hear spouses report guilt

feelings when attending to their own rather that' to the patient's needs. Against

this background spouses trequently vi)ice their teelings ot mm ffa. oo..gation to

devote themselves exclusivdy n1 the patient's needs, and tlwv ted they shi add

not allow themselves the right to consider their needs.

Therapy is aimed at legalnu:ing it lithe spouses their right to devote tune and

attention to themselves, while at the %Mlle nine a dik's ntit igm ire the inherent

danger ot this stand. In view ot changes in the original families. the spouses may

decide that they no I alga wish to be p.irt ot it. They May no longer feel morally

Iftlit M. 41,1,j ;ph



obliged to continue being victims of circumstances, and may wish to exercise
their prerogatives in their own lives. This could understandably result in a serious

clash of interests between the patient and spouse. It is therefore essential to begin

couples therapy while the couple are still within the treatment framework, with
the objective of evaluating the feasibility of the couple continuing their partner,
ship. It should be noted that the divorce rate in our population is very low, which

is paradoxical in view of the changes that take place in the patient. The answer
can probably found in the new homeostasis that is eventually established
successfully by the family, each member finding a place and satisfaction within
the family.

The main aim of psychotherapy is to allow the patient to gain a better
understanding of the underlying mot ivating forces of his behavior and to liberate
him from his regressive stance so that he is able to relate to the needs of others,

We strive to equip him with the tools to have greater control over himself, to
acquire skills and mastery over his experiences and environment, and to thereby

change his self,image and restore faith in his abilities. In other words, we strive,

as in all psychotherapy, to develop alternatives for the patient. Receptivity to
choosing wisely and recogni:ing available options is worked on doggedly,

Occupat iona I Rehahi I i t at ion

In addition to radiotherapy, the center's work also relates to the patient's role
in his own social milieu. Intrinsic to this approach is the desire to return the
patient ti work. The' underlying philosophy is to make it pi issible tor the patient

eleveliip the feeling that he can lead a full life through his iiwn efforts rather
than t hn nigh the gin kiwi II others, that he can support Wise and his faintly
acciirding ti his ability. A great deal of ettort and thought is invested in finding

occupational solutions fiir the patients in the mut. Since this tends to be a young

population, many patients have not yet acquired a profession; and in another
sharc of the populath al the injury has resulted in the patient being unable ii )

return to his former work, and alternative prolessii ins or jobs must be t null A

number ot factors are involved in accomplishing this objective.

Adjacent to the day center is an occupational rehabilitation center which is

equipped to perform comprehensive tests ot occupational ability. Atter evalUa-

t ion, the patient is tittered it choke ot.wigkshops where he can acquire the special

protessii mal skills, I le receives recogni:ed diploma at the end ot the e ourse, after

passme an examination supervised by the Ministry it LAIN mr. An additional

)



advantage of this center is that it undertakes the practical application of the

newly acquired profession with follow-up of the patient's adaptation to his new
job. The role of the center is thus central since it returns the patient of soc
ety with tools that allow him to cope realistically.

Another important factor in occupational rehabilitation is the rehabilitation

worker, who is in continual contact with the patient and who is fully cognizant

of all the available possibilities in the vicinity of the patient's residence. The

rehabilitation worker may also assume the responsibility for placing the patient

in a job outside the vicinity of the patient's residence, in accordance with
instructions from the therapy team.

It is important to note that a correct decision is possible only when there is full

cooperation and interaction between factors in the community and the therapy

team in the center. This approach enables a general overview of all the
components in the pathological picture, and increases real-life alternatives in

accordance with the patient's strengths, skills, and options.

Using these principles as a guideline, we have treated a large number of patients

over a period of time in our center. We handle simultaneously an average of abont

50 patients annually, and have thus treated 500 patients in the past 10 years.

About 200 patients pass thrinigh our day center annually, making a total of 2000

examined in the past 10 years. In contrast to similar units in other countries, no
time limit is placed on the treatment available to each patient. The length of

treatment is determined by the patient's clinical condition, rather than by
economic or financial criteria. As long as there continue to be signs of progress

in the patient's condition treatment is available.

As mentioned above, an important factor in the SUCCesS of treatiuent is creating

a strong link with the community. The above factors act as the link between the

center and the community, and enhance the creation of a treatment program

relevant to the 1/41eniands of the reality in which the patient hves. In our opinion,

each treatment prk)grain must be anchored in the real life world to which the
pat lent will return, and suited to the options available. All Studies, training and

skill acquisition must take into account the patient's natural environment. In

other words, the treatment canmq exist on an abstract plane, but must be firmly

rooted in reality. From this point of View the day center provides a COUnselitig

service for all factors in the environment so that the rehabilitation program can

be const ructed and implemented accordingly. The center is always available tor

111.1R Monograph it'
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counseling and preparing guidelines for deahng with practical problems as they

arise. We are always prepared to renceept patients alter they have completed

treatment, to reevaluate their condition and to consider additional treatment

It would seem that it h only with a comprehensiVe appmich of this nature that

an appropriate and all-inclusive rehabilitation process relevant to the po.ient's

reality can he effected.

Conclusion

Described above is the treatment model at the Loewenstein Rehabilitation
I btspital, a national treatment center fiir brain injured patients. The hospital's

uniqueness lies in that follow-up is made of patients from the initial acute stage

until the later stages after injury. We attempted to descri,' the nature of the
center, the underlying treatment phi k isophy and the scope of our activities.

The experience ot many years has taught us that despite the high cost of this
treatnwnt program in terms ot personnel, the results indicate that this invest
ment k worthwhile. This assumption k based on the fact that a large number of

sent na, cases have already succeeded in joining their families and returning to

work, with a concomitant unprovement in their quality of lite. It should not be

f(irg,itten that until a tew yeio ago the same patients wi iuld have been defined

I% unrehahlitatible, and Wi iild have been hospitalred in various instinitions,

Inc hiding those tor i hronk ps%cluatric Lases.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Rehabilitntion Communities of the

Brain-Injured Patient The National Institute
for Rehabilitation of the Brain Injured

D . Hoofien, M. Becker, E. Vakil

Introduction

The National institute for Rehabilitation of the Brain Injured (Recant i

Rehabilitation Center) is a public nonprofit organi:ation adminktered by
the Rehabilitation Division of the Defence Ministry and the National Insurance

Institute.

In operation since 1975, the Institute is desgned to provide neurpsychological
and community rehabilitat ion services on a national basis, to a varied population

of patients with acquired head injuries, aged 15.60.

The Institute operate, two brati4ies in the central and northern regions of Israel,

providing the following services for 150 pat ients:

I. Intensive ambulatory rehabilitaftin programs, usmg coin mun111. and '1uL tat

trcatinunt methods for social and vocational rehabilitation.

A sheltcred rehabilitation program tor 1111pR)ving the quality. sik I a I and

vocatiowl

i. Social clubs tor improving ill,: quality of tici,tl life.

4. Psychotherapeutic and ,,ninseling treat ment programs kir individuals and

5. Ci anprehensive neuropsychological evaluation tor the purr, ise Of rehabilit -

t lye guidance and different i I diao).1.

ln ddition to these clinical serViCes till' hiqltlite 1111kIliTh in the ,oentthi

academic dred, teat:him:and cxccut irw st. lent itit research in the tield !mini

evaluat it'll and tollow-up.
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Following a descripticn of the target popuktion, the nature of acquired brain
injury, and the general therapeutic COnceptualization of the 1nst tine, we will

describe the above services listed akwe.

Relevant case descriptions will he included in the text to illustrate particular
the presentation.

Target hipulat ion, Scientific and Conceptual Background

In industriaked cimntries at least 200 per 100,000 citren, suffer brain injury
each year (Levin, Benton, & (rossman, 1981. Bnioks, 1984), the majority of
them at relatively early ages. The primary reason for brain injury in these

'untrie i tratfic accidents.

Brain iniury tOr Agit 70% ot the fatalities in these accidents, and for

a pertentage if long tenn mipainnent. Ot her prominent Causes are

injuries rotating friim work accidents (C.(;.l.), vascular disease (C.V.A.),
central nervinis systeln disease and removal of brain Nino, Since so many
patient, w ith brain injury are young, the cost to the individual, family and society

it duc.t medik al expenses and ultimatelyoflost prixluct way, calm, mitt into the

hundred, ot thi..,an,is it not million, of liollaS during an individual's lifespan.

Obviously, Inca vcs do not address the pasimal tragedy :epresented by

suLh lot-altering injury. Thus, it is :rincally important to understand the

tor, whiLli Play Loninbutc to the individual's rctP:i.r% frinn injur:
reintoaation into sk IL iet.

1).1111,4c entml iier oils s stein IN head injuries ma result in tot,il

k 011111,1111h, `heal-11114 of &yrs, diffuse ,Vtudinjnn,ur some oqnhinanon thereof

t Blumbet. hines, , tivrth, 10: Rrtmks, I 9!'14; Lcvm, Benton, & (1rossman,

Additional iniun, ma% k kAused h in.reased IntrKrana pressure.
I I, I\% t\ it. rh 0.111,11.1Hr heMeen the aforementioned heliropatholo4ies and

1,41 i ha' is 1114 11nrie. !midi% idii.ils resent we %%ith scemmOv

11,111,1\1111,1,o Ind\ tonim %et\ different i nrses ot teL 'Ver in ultunately

cl, it tun, honing Like other bodd\ injuries, minvifint INtir% Is Ids!)

di% ',led ilihi tublI st,11;es de% di klur.ition. In thc ifluIi,Ii Awe %Lit.'s, the

sek ere immediatc onsequen, es of the injun ,itt iii V1Ikkilk t' (silk h CN tended

Mitt ki IiIL h rass as a result ot niedo. al treatment and

quanis,us ILA li cr1 1111[1111; th t hhlffil sLIVY Int ist it !ht.

It lli tl\ kd \ ii



Case 1: The Case of D. S.

D. S. is a pretty, 21 year old woman who had recently ci impleted her army

service and had planned to start university studies the followMg month.

On Sunday, September 9, D. S. was hit by a young drunk driver who was

driving at 40 m.p.h. above the speed limit. At arrival to the emergency room

slw was met in an unconscious state (Glasgow Coma 1.'-.cale = 4) with n.1

response to verbal, visual, kinesthetic, or tactile stimuli. Further medical

examinatii in uncovered the facts that D. S. had sufkred a head injury with

RT. epidural hematoma, LT. fronto-parieto temporal fracture of skull, frac-

ture ot RT. Rhs. five and seven and compressed fracture of L. one and two

bodies of vertebrae. The family was informed that D. S. was on the "critical

lists' and that the first week would determine it she wiiirld survive her injuries.

I ler faintly was Instructed tt% speak with D. despite her lack of respiinse. By tlw

second week, D. miived her fingers in respi inse nisquee:ing her hand and her

eves responded ti i hght. By the third week she responded It) verbal ciimmands.

The fanuly was tiild that D. would live, however, they received no assurances

as to the level ot tunctioning that she would regain.

In its chronic state traumatic brain injury expresses itself in inam cases k
last ing impairments and regressions affect log wide spectrum ot innate ,ihiht

Common Jis,ilul ii ics include severe motork disturbanc es, animus kinds itt

para Iv se., dii irders in tine ci iordinat u in, impairments ot ;men( tin, ciincentra.

non, orientation. perception, verbal communication, comprehension and ab.

stract loll. In addlt It in. there Me behaviiiral and 1'0%1)11,11o% disorders, know n in

part a the I; ontal-lobe syndrome. deriving trom the br,un Injun Itelt t %%ell a

trout the patient's peron.t1 attitude toward his st.iteoasabilit% ( Lishinan. 1 9.%.,7.

pp. 205 210).

These disabilities ot rdnent s itit hronk brain iniurv nu% dis nu, ick

different t( handic.ip tenuning dire, tb from the brain izitur , hoc h

reter to here as "primary mipairments," .111.1, ifl L IltI rat, 1111ra:rim or w

restilts spin-tiffs i)t the primal- dhabilit w I ik h iii he referred to Ilety .I

0.0111/41.111 (.'ILT 1.111k I.).



COGNITIVE

Simple / Split Attention
Perception
Manthil Dexterity

Memory and Learning
Logical Reasiming

Prith lem St ilving

(*.mew/it:al Thinking

VO( :ATIONAL

Work I labits
An nudes and Values

Loss Nlotivat ion

44

PRIMARY DEFICITS

PERS(*ALITY / BEHAVIM
ORGANICITY

Frinital Lithe Syndrome
Adynamia
Behavior Disorders

ASSOOATED CI IANGES:

BeaLt lye Deprosion
Post Tniumatic Stress I Nsitrder

Disturbed Sell Concept

SECONDARY DEFICITS

SO( :l AL

\VtthIr;iwil. Loneliness
Ahenatiim

Inter Perm

Table I. Distribution ot Primary and Seitmdary Deficits
in Ad ilts with Chronic Brain Injury



Primary deficits (Table I.) may be divided into two main groups:

1. Cognitive impairments, i.e., functions of the cognitive functions directly

affected by head injury.

2. Persomility and behavioral impairments, i.e.;

a. "Organic" changes caused directly by brain dysfunction, i.e changes in

behavior caused by injury to the frontal lobe.

b. "Adjunct" or reactive changes, i.e., emotional reactions to the initial trauma

and to the on going mental and physical handicap.

There is a mutual interaction between the (primary) cognitive disabilities and

the (primary) personality and behavioral impairments. In this conceptualization,

cognitive impairments not only affect intellectual performance but also mark .

edly influence the individual's capacity for emotional and behavioral adaptation,

Examples of this interaction may be found in most of the behaviors ayd reactions

of these individuals. Thus, for example, disturbances in the areaofsplit attention,

expressed by hypersensitivity to stimuli and lack of capacity for selective

attention, often brings about behavioral manifestationsof irritability, disquiet or

the opposite a tendency toward seclusion and lack of activity, Another

example is concerned with the integrative thought dysfunctions (typical ofright

hemisphere injury) and ability to build a new sell.image after the trauma.
Building a new self.image or changing the previous image is necessarily an

integrative, abstract course of thought. Thus, the inability to think in an

integrative, abstract way harms the process of building a new or "revised" self.,

image. This is one tit. the reasons that some individuals with post-traumat ic brain

injury tend to cling with characterist ic rigidity to their pre-trauma image.

Case 2: The Case of IL P.

it was already two years since -the accident." I I. P., a 4 veilf old man, !named

with three chiklren, had suffered a seVete head injury With marked impairments

in physical and cognitive function, lie wa, n ild to be patient, that brain

recovery is slow. 11. P. wa, encourdged by his steady progress. Thanks to

physical therapy and p :rwveram L., he had managed to overcome most of his

physical limitations and eventually walked with a slight limp due to the

remaining homparesis. Less encouraging, however, w,1% hi, rek oven ot

if-EIK 4i
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cognitive tunctioning. There was some improvement in his short-term
memory and in his visual deficits. However, the remaining cognitive limita-

tions (such as short attention span and the inability to remember certain
things, such as names, daily events, and important things to do) left H. P.
feeling like a "shadow of what I once was,"

The shocking revelation ot these remaining deficits occurred upon his return

to work eighteen months after the accident. At w( H. felt lost and in a state

of utter confusion and left after three days. The laq six months H. found
himself swinging between states of agitation and depression.. His wife and

children felt ashamed and angry w.t.1 FL, Llemsekes, and their fate. In a state

ofdesperat ion, H. and his family arrived at the Institute with hopes to rebuild

"what once was."

This interaction between cognitive and behavioral/personality primary impair-

ments explains why these same patients who, after brain injury suffer from only

moderate cognitive impairments and from relatively minor personality defects,

ultimately fail to be successfully rehabilitated. Each of these causes, when
evaluated separately, are perceived as "minor." When in Interaction, however,

their mutual influence increases, constituting a significant disturbance which is

expressed in secondary impairments.

The sect aidary impairments, which also mutually interact, are divided into t

types:

'iicatumal inimitability. This is nwasured by (then repeated failure, in employ-

ment, sometimes for many yedrs and without any sign,ticant change over t

It iNcharactemed by deficient work habit N, decline in work values ii.nd flatness

in vocational Interests.

2. Social incomjiauhilaN. Tills is expressed by a state tt Isolat It )11, It me liness, and

notable difficult y in intundte And family tunen, ming.

The interact ion .,etween vocational unsuitabilit and socidl inc unpatibility
ubeloas. Repeated tadures %York cause a I, Ns, status, embarrassment And

isolation. On the other h.md, seclusion, isolation and taunt% dithiulnestrequenIk

1,1Tvent proper adjustment ;it 11.14-k.

A. n,,ted, the ciignitive a, well as behdvioral/personality

unpairment,) are mutuidh and equall% influential on the individual.. wi.at

and si tk. la! tunk.tion mg. In our ic%%, these i nterak t ions dre the u.s.ehtt.al expld-
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nation for the eventual overall rehabilitative failure with people for whom no

severe disturbances were found in any single area of disability.

Dividing the four foci of disability cognitive, personality, vocational and

social into primary and secondary is not simply schematic and semantic. It has

implications for the method of treatnwnt. Rehabilitat iv !treannent of individuals

with post-tr .na brain injury, like any other rehabilitative treatment, can opt for

one of two approaches. One way would be to treat secondary impairments, i.e.,

the actual results of the various dysfunctions (which are also the ultimate

rehabilitation goals). Thus, a course ofrehabilitation which engages primarily in

preparation for work by imparting work habits takes this approach. It creates an

improvement in the secondary disability and does not deal with primary causes.

This course is analogous to symptomatic medicine.

In contrast, there could also be an approach dealing mainly with the primary

ream ins for rehabilitative failure which would define improvement in secondary

impairments as desired results, but would not deal with them directly.

A further implication is that rehabilitation treat went must relate to interactions

betwecn areas of dkability and not just to the specific unpairments as separate

entities.

The array of rehabilitation treatment services provided at the Institute is

intended to meet the vaned needs of patients in each of the j.,)iir area tdisability

noted above. Those mdividuak with simultaneous dysfunct i ins in all areas are

treated in a wore comprelwnsive, interactive type ot treatment. Thiise suffering

from dysfunction in only one of the four areas may sufhce with a more narrowly

lotaised treatment. Thus, there is a range ot treatment services, twin an intensive

treat went program designed to respond to impairments on all rehabilitation

fronts, to individual tredniwnt program, intended to &al with ,mgle arcaN ot

disabilit v.

Intensive Treat ment Pn igram Therapeut ii Ci immunity

' IV:: 11, 0' m in the ther.ipcut IL o Immunity sett log is lesigned to help

in the .,: ot people with dhablIttle, who, though suttermg trom

. .. 'rt.',1%. of Jm.ihmImt v, have been delined hay log 411..worahlt.

` J voL anonal placement.
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This treatment program is grounded on three basic assumptions:

1. Rehabilitation should be regarded as a social process, i.e., a process of change
within a given social context by means of social modeling and renewed social
learning in a therapeutic community.

Successful personal and vocational rehabihation would be the result of an
acquisition of new coping modes and social behaviors. Thus, our treatment
emphasizes to a great extent the community-social.group model within which
the patients must learn and emulate and subsequently apply corrected social
skills in society at large. In this frame of reference, the patient's family is

conceived of as a social structure within which the patient must be rehabilitated.
Quite often the whole family must first undergo the same process (further details
of the basic principles are presented in lien-Yishay, et al., 1978:1.9).

2. One of the more efficient means of treating the adult with brain injury is via

an intensive treatment program. The intensive nature of the program is
designed to overcome marked difficulties in generalizing between situations
and across periods of time. Repetition and variation of learning situations,

-
either cognitive or social, enables assimilation of new mental and behavioral
schemata.

3. The last assumption emphasizes the importance of treating the constellation

of cognitive impairments through cognitive-neuropsychological remediat ion.

The treatment plan, based on the above assumptions, may be divided into two
main stages. The first stage, involving intensive treatment, lasts for about a year
and is carried out as day treatment, three to five days per week, five to seven hours
daily in the framework of a day center. The second stage, which constitutes the
continuation of the former, is a follow-up stage in which rchabilitants enter the
vocational world acc .)rd ing to their individual ability, while therapeutic follow-

!ip is m: .1tained. Dia ation of the follow-up stage is unlimited.

Intensive Year of Ticatment

Reliabil luaus are accepted m gutty% to this one year stage. The grt nip, serving as

3 therapeutic community, undergoes all treatment stages together as a stkial-
communal microcosm.

The treat mem pi ljain during thts stage is divided into tour developmental
period, of tulle:

1.
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1. The first period is devoted to consolidating the group socially andcommunally,

and lasts a month.

2. The second period, lasting for one.and.a.half months, serves to clarify probe

lems through developing the rehabilitants' awareness of their condition.
Rehabilitants test themselves in different domains cognitive, behavioral,

emotional and social -- establishing treatment goals according to their self,

examination.

3. The wird and longest period (six to seven months) is devoted to individuarand .
group treatment of the problems previously defined.

4. The final period (two to three months) is dedicated to conclusionof treatment,

constructing external rehabilitation programs for each rehabilitant and ini,

dating them.

In terms of content, this period of intensive treatment focuses on three basic

areas; the personakocial, cognitive and vocational.

Personal and Social Treatment

On the personal level, the therapeutic approach is essentially eclectic. During

the entire period of treatment, each patient receives intensive psychotherapy at

least one hour per week. Therapeutic approaches range from a psychodynamic

insight.oriented theory to behavior modification.

hi addition to therapeutic support, individual psychotherapy is, as a ru le, di rec ted

at improving the patient's awareness and acceptance ot his state and toward

llecision.making related to accurate reality testing.

Family therapy is utilized with most patients. Concomitant with the treatnwnt

of current family problems, family therapy is aimed at reinforcing the family's

involvement in the rehabilitation process and at stressing the threefold re.

sponsibility for its results: that of the patient, his family and the Institute.

On the social level, the gri nip orientation is emphasized through( nit the course

of treatment. Treatment is designed so that the group of patients, together with

the professional stall, become a microsocial model, w;rhin which social skills are

taught and learned. The group provides a medium in which, both in practice and

in ch.: therapeutic atmosphere, the individual patient's attitude toward his peers

and vice versa dre strongly considered: The grt nip (patients and staff), as a
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"society," establishes its own "institutions," such as committees, allocation of

duties, parties, excursions; and establishes social activity and norms.

Regarding social interactions, the main emphasis is placed on group therapy and

community meetings. The group therapy, moderated by two members of the staff,

varies in content between interpersonal dynamics and the acquisition of proper

social behavior by role-playing and psychodrama (Guggenheim & Lesser, 1990).

The weekly "community meeting" is more open in character and is like a social

event, the responsbility for which patients and staff take turns. In addition to the

weekly community meeting, there are also excursions, parties and lecture
meetings at least once a month. The importance of the participation of patients'

relatives and staff is underscored.

Cognitive Twatment

The aim of cognitive treatment is to bring the patient to max:muin utilization of

his cognitive potential, i.e., to reinforce his normal capabilities and, within
limits, to evolve a gradual remediation of impairments caused by injury.

I n light of clinical experience and accumulated research, a number of treatment

techniques (modules) have been developed for the purpose of cognitive treat-

ment.ln accordance with assessment results and individual goals for rehabilita t ion,

a treatment "menu" is composed for each patient This taik ired program includes

cognitive modules which are applied either consecutively or concurrently
( ioolien & Ben-Vishay, 1982).

The main cognit ive iw doles are:

Individual treatment ot ciincentration, simple attention and split attentuin

(litiolien, 1987; Ben-Vishay, et al., 1978).

Individual treatnwnt kir manual dex t crit y and eyehand coordinatuin

Yishay, et al., 1978).

Indmdual treatment tor figural .inalvsis and y.it hesh ( Ben-Vishay, et .11.,

1978).

These individual cognitive treatments .ire given throughout the entire year
between two to It nir hours weak:

Ciroup treatment for nienuirv tunctlinung (Vakil 1990).
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Group treatment for verbal communication.

Group treatment for soking complex logic problems (Gross, lienNahum,

Munk, 1982),

Group treatment for mathematical ability, up to eighth grade level.

The Vocational Sphere

During the course of the intensive treatment year, three aspects of vocational

rehabilitation are dealt with: work habits, vocational choice and improvement

of vocational skills. In addition to personal, social and cognitive aspects, the

weekly treatment framework also emphasizes appropriate work habits. The

conduct required fnmi participan's mirrors that of a real work place. They must

arrive punctually, sign time cards, report and conform to accepted work norms.

Cmcomitantly, group vocational counseling is conducted during tht year to

assist choosing a vocation, becoming acquainted with variors places of work and

volunteering in different jobs for a period of time.

During the latter third of the treatment year, a vocational rehabilitation program

k planned together with the rehabilitant on the basis of vocational assessment

and consultation. Upon the program's conclusion it is carried out by the

placement worker and the rehabilitant.

The Vocatif mai Experience and Follow-up Stage

This is the final and verhaps most important stage if treatment. Its urn is to apply

in the vocational as well as socml and family environments, the changes and

improvemenh achieved in the intensive stage and to reinforce the trends of

progresN. Atter a short term ot vocational education the rehabilaant begins

actual employment at appropriate jok. During this stage the psychotherapy and

tanuly therapy are maintained. Termination of this Nt age (and, in fact, that If the

whole course ot treatment), which may well be prohmged, takes place after a final

vocatii mal decision has been made, and stability at work and in the social,

emotional and tam dy spheres has been aihieved.

An important advantage ot this pnicedure ti vi)cational plaLement hes In the

tact that the same unit that dealt with rehabilitation also a sesses the results in

the field and their application. The citntinuity of treatment and placement

enaHes the patientis well as hisTher therapists, to Lonsider thoroughly Ind to

gradualk ci instruct the proL ess ot advant en tent.
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Case 3: The Case of P. T.

P. T. finished the intensive treatment program with a new understanding of

how her cognitive limitations dramatically affected her overall functioning.

She understood that she would never achieve the professional status to which

she once aspired. She also became aware of how slw presented herself:
confused and disoriented.

The nest stage of therapy (post intensive treatment program) was individual

psychotherapy. In this stage, P. T. struggled to assimilate her new self.image

with the original self. Accepting her cognitive limitations and disorientation

as a part of herself was, for P., equivalent to destroying the dreams and hopes

of the original self. Suicidal ideation and depression were interpreted as a need

to save the original self. P. began to understand how she forbade herself

enjoyment since it would symbolize an acceptance of her new self. Only after
several years of psychotherapy was P. able to begin dating men whose
company she enjoyed in the "here and now" and not rather than according to

old measures of approval. Soon thereafter she married. She ended therapy by

saying, "Pm not what I once was but I'm not ashamed of what I am now."

Therapeutic Community in a Sheltered Setting

This special community treatment framework is suit( d to those rehabilitants
who, due to the severity of their impairments, have no reasonable chance of being
integrated into the competitive work;ng world. Hence, the sheltered community

framework is designed to help improve the quality of the social and occupational

lives of its rehabilitants, enabling them to live in a productive social atmosphere

while providing the occupational and social interventions and intellectual
stimulation necessary to prevent regression.

The treatment pri)gram in the slwlt ered franwwork inc hides four occupational
workshops and a wide variety of ameliorative treatments. The occupational
workshops are:

Carpentry workshop engages in individual production, primarily in hand
cratts of carpentry products for personal use (i.e., toys, decorations, ganws).

Production workshop --- engages in assembly and packaging ( prtiduct ion line )

ot different products and instruments supplied hy outside manufacturers.

,;
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Creative workshop engages in creation of decoration and hobby products
for personal use.

Photography workshop engages in photography (black and white) on an
amateur level.

The accompanyMg array of treatments while participating in the workshops
includes psychotherapy, family counsel ing, cognit ive treatments, speech therapy

and occupational therapy.

A personal treatment program is adapted for each rehabilitant. Two-thirds of tlw

time is spent in the different workshops (adjusted to each individual) and one,

third of the tinw is set aside for various individual treatments. The content of a

treatment program varies according to the individualls progress and the need for

varying his/her stay within the framework. The rules and expectations of the
work program are determined and made known from the outset. The rehabilitant

imist try to contend with them to the best of his ability. Nevertheless, since it is

essentially a sheltered setting, a liberal policy of disc ipline is adopted and adjusted

to the individual.

Since most of the rehabilitants in this framework remain there for long periods

of their lives, special emphasis is put on group consolidation and creating a

productive, mature and social atmosphere, The group of rehabilitaius is given

administrative responsibility over community activities which take place regularly

( i.e., excursions, parties, meetings with guests). Internal social issues and similar

matters are brought up for discussion in community meetings once a week where

comimmity decisions are made by sampling or democratic majority.

The sheltered community framework interacts with the community at large in
several circles. Within the family circle, family nwmbers share inner community

life both on special occasions and through personal on-going counseling. Thus,

the therapeutic community also const itutes an emotional and support ivy ane"

for family timbers. On their part, family members contribute through their
presence and involvenwnt in community life to the community's atmosphere of

productivity and health, On the vocational level, the therapeutic community is

connected both with outside factories and ith employers who accept graduates

who show ability appropriate for external placement.
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Case 4: The Case of A. F.

A. F,, a 30 year old single male, was the only survivor in a head-on collision

in which three passengers and the driver were killed.

A. F. was in a coma for three months and was given little hope of recovering

any basic function. In what the family considers a miracle and to the surprise

of the physicians, A. gradually regained consciousness, began to verbalize

sounds and to feed himself. A. was able to walk with a cane, make himself

understood, and master most of the basic daily living skills (hygiene, dressing,

eating).

After one year of hospitalization, A. was finally discharged. Although, before

the injury A. had lived on his own, he was forced to move in with his elderly

parents. Despite his significaiu advancement, he remained severely impaired.

In particular, A. lacked social inhibition and frequently violated social norms.

His behavior was childish, intrusive, and inappropriately sexual and aggres-

sive. The quality of A.'s thinking was rigid, constricted and concrete. His

world was centered around his needs and others were designed to satisfy them.

A. became increasingly agitated, claiming he was bored. It then became clear

thrit A. needed a daily routine. The sheltered workshop was accepted by his

parents with a sense of deep humiliation, while A. was relieved. A. quickly

found that a daily routine of physical work, carpentry and occupational
therapy contained much of his anxiety. However, his behavior was far from

acceptable and the staff created a behavioral program in which his behavior

was reinforced with self-chosen rewards. Six weeks into the program A. was

involved in a physical fight with another patient. The patients made it very

clear that A.'s violent behavior was not acceptable; they distanced them-

selves, and tor the first time since the accident A. expressed a desire fig

triendship.

A. has been at the sheltered workshop for seven years. I k considers the

workshop iNuth his home and work place. And, he has learned to conf(inn to

the norms of and feels he is a valued member of the work shop commiliut.

Soc ial Clubs

Asan expression ot the I iw it llte'N emphasi,on the rehabilitant'ssoc ial-comin unity

quality ot lite, the Institute maintains sociat lobs for its 01111 rehabilitants and

oihers in the communit y. The clubs are operated once or twice a week during the

late afterni it in and evening hours. The purpose ot the mik.i,d cluk is to give the



interested rehabilitant an opportunity for positive social activity, withuot any

professional interference, with emphasis on free will and independon decisions.

The clubs are not designed to meet all the rehabilitants' social needs or to

substitute for other settings, but rather to supplement them. Many persons with

brain injury, among the Institute's clientele and others, do in fact integrate into

regular social frameworks, and are content with this.

Nevertheless, there are some rehabilitants who feel more comfortable, more

open and more able to enjoy themselves among other "fellow rehabilitants" and

this is the rationale for supporting the clubs.

The scope of activity in the clubs is determined to a great extent by their

members. The Institute, as a maintenance body, supplies the logistical and

budgetary framework and minimal professional support. Members decide from

time to time on activities for the coming months. The content is characteristic

of hobby and leisure act ivities, such as exercise c lasses, a cook ing c lass, photography,

painting, ceramics, sociakpolitical discussions, group outings to movies, and

other social, recreational or cultural activities.

As noted, the club is regarded as purely for social enjoyment, without any

therapeutic or rehabilitative purposes. The "contractual" basis is the member's

desire to spend time with his peers and fellow rehabilitants. Though there is

underlying assumption that the social encouragement gained by a club partici.

pant will also facilitate his integration into other social frameworks, this

assumption has no operative expression and is given no relative preference over

the social experience per se.

Individual Treatment

AK we and beyond the three conmumity grt alp frameworks enunwrated N.) tar,

the I. istitute ako suppli.es 'dual treamient.

I ndividuid intervention, which usually takes place between one to four ht firs

weekly, is intended primarik tor two groups ot rehabilitants. At one end ot the

spectrum a is designed to answer the needs ot rehabili tants already partially.

integrated within external vtcational training and social frameworks but who

suffer In )tn personal, Motional or other specific distress. The pruin;ur tot i ot

treannent in such Cases are individual psychotherapy, rehabilitation umnseling,

family and ctmple therar . and spec Inc c 'gnu ii ve treattnent.
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Beyond prtwkling a response to the client's personal and family distress, this

service is intended to aid complete integration into the community. It is,
naturally, sought more for rehabilitants who stiffer difficulty in one specific area

of rehabilitation which can be dealt with by treatment in this limited setting.

However, it is this type of service which is actually generally needed. On the

other end of the spectrum, this service is appropriate for rehabilitams who,
because of various social/behavioral and cognitive impairments, are still incapable

of fitting into rehabilitation or training frameworks, either at the Institute or
elsewhere. Unlike the prevknis group, what characterizes these rehabilitants is

in fact multiple impairments in different areas, low self.awareness and deficient

motivation for rehabilitation.

The purpose of treatt .ent in this case would be to help the rehabilitant improve

awareness oflimitatit is, in order to enable the rehabilitant to imegrate successfully

into more intensive rehabilitation settings.

Individual treatmem of this type would usually be graduated quantitatively

starting with a small amount and increasing gradually the number of treatments

over time and the variety of their content. Thus, in the course of time the
rehabilitant would also be integrated into therapy groups and therapeutic .
comnuinity activity, still as an "external" participam, until he is ripe for more

intensive treatment.

Neurops).chological Assessment

The main goal of amessment is to arrive at a differential diagnosis and an up.tu .

date evaluation of the patient's mental, cognitive and social condition. According

to t his evaluat ion the patient's needs and suitability for treatment are determined,

and a provimmal therapeutic approach for the initial stage of treatment is
constructed. The assetiiMent battery is divided into two parts: (a) a cognitive

diagnost ic battery and (h) a behavioral-social-personalit) diagm Ntic battery.

Case 5: The Case of 1). Y.

I I , married, M year 01.1 father ot three, was head injured in a car icc dent

1111,1 It ',AI )10 msc wil,ness tor r wohours.1 le wa 'discharged tn a the hospital

the same day %vith nil clinical signs. D. reported hack to the emergency room

complaining ot headache and wily to be told he was experiencing

huth mix let N. 0. NI the third Vhit InerQcniv hematoma was

NI,



discovered and operated on, D. never recovered from the sense that others

suspected him of "playing sick." When he failed to succeed at work he became

clinically depressed. Although D, suffered from attention and memory probe

kms he did not dare attempt to attribute them to the accident for fear of being

accused of hypochondriasis. After two years of classical psychotherapy for his

depression, D. was referred for a thorough neuropsychological assessmem.

The therapist's referral question was whether D.'s head injury had caused

cognitive deficits which were preventing him from returning to his normal

social and occupational level of function. The results confirmed that D.

suffered from an overall decline in intellectual functioning with impairments

in his processing of information, short-term memory and the ability to convert

relevant information into an efficient plan of action.

These cognitive limitations were seen by the evaluator as the primary reason

for occupational failure and subsequent depression. The assessment served to

help D. and his family reinterpret D.'s depression as a reaction to D.'s decline

in function. The next step was a much longer process 14 ace, pt ing emu iooally

D.'s cognitive limitations.

Copitive Battery

In the cognit ive battery the patient's abilities and impairnwnts are examined by

nine categories: attention and concentration, dexterity and coordination, visual

perception, memory, learning, planning and anticipation, acquired abilities,
comprehensiim and judgement, abstraction and concept-formation. The ex.

aminat ions re conducted by means ot' familiar neuropsychological diagnose lc

batteries, intelligence batteries, memory tests, ability tests, neurological exami-

nations and others. The inferred evaluation of the cognitive results describes
simultaneously the level of performance ( normativdy) as well as the quality of

performance with respect to et )gnitive pri wesses typical for each diagnostic

category. In cone I thlt in, a "ct 4.911tiVe map" is obtained, presenting the ckirac

teristic cognii ive tunct ion in each category separately and as a whole. At a later

stage the ',tants of weakness and Nt rengt h serve in denning treatment plan

priorities.

PersonaluN Bouery

The personality diagnostic batter% Ilk hide% e% eri I peNmalit% h t he

Rms. h test ( Kohc h.k h, I k) I 1, the Render test ( Render, 1) "I )r,m -A-

11.1.W M..11,0.1111
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Person" (Machover, 1949), the Thematic Apperception Test (Murray, 1943),
vocational interest tests, clinical interviews (including a psychiatric examina,

tion) of the patient and his relatives and behavioral observations. As a result of

these, a personality assessment is obtained, as well as a personal and familial

anamnesis, which is of cardinal importance in understanding post.traumatic

personal ity reactions.

Assessment may be provided both as a separate service for the client's purposes

(legal actions, vocational guidance) and for the sake of determining the type,

content and intensity of recommended treatment. In the inure intensive services

(treatment communities) assessment is a condition for acceptance.

Case 6; The Case of T. N.

T. N., a 25 year old good looking man injured at the age of 17, presented

himself in a stiff and stern manner. He was highly critical of others and
described his social experience as one of withdrawal, alienation and rejection.

After a series of unsatisfying traditional individual psychotherapies, it was

decided that T. was in need id an intensive treatment program which could

focus on T.'s social functioning within the program. T.'s initial experience of

the intensive treatment program paralleled his general experience ;if life. lie

felt different front the rest of the grimy, and expressed desire tit leave therapy.

The individual therapy within the program was designed to contain T.'s
anxiet ies and encourage T. tt enter the group. During the tenth session tithe

group therapy T. dramatically described his fears and difficultws in commu-

nicating with the group members. The process was ardut nis, with several mini-

crises in which T. telt a need to withdraw and critici:e. I lowever, the group

members in the pit 'gram served as a great source of encouragement. T. saw

how other struggle with issues of self..esteem in their relationships tow.ird

each other, their Undies and their ci an inun ay. One month before the
terinmat n 1, of rhe program T. reflected upon his at hIeventents. le had

stopped cram:lug t .t hers, he had made signitic.mt overtures ta friendship,

init laced outings outside ot rime Institute's pri vatns, and t.tken stock t,t st

not all, ot his cognit i%e !num ions and how they influenced his st t lal

tunct

T. made .1 ilia step forward: h" began to mik about &aimt ! women and the

compromises he woul need to ept in holt. e iii o. i. twit i )n.
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CHAPT6i: FIVE
The Neuropsychological Unit

for Treatment and Rehabilitation
Givatayi,n, Israel

E. Kiag, Y. Gross, S. Ben Nachum, H. Moc:!, v. Fishman

Introduction

In this chapter, we wish to docrthe tlw way neuropsychological i.i!ervent ion

is applied in our Unit. We will begin with a brief review of the development

of the Unit. Following this, the Givatayim Unit's approach will be presented in

some detail: this section will include a discussion of the conceptual framework

and theoretical orientation of the Unit, our approach to assessment and evalu-

ation, principles of therapeutic intervention, and in examination of family and

social system dynamics. The last section of the chapter will outline structural

features of the Unit and some of the programs offered.

The Development of the Unit

The Neuropsychological Unit for Treatro,-..it ad Rehahihtatiot Wmestablished

in 1977 with the prtitl support -tell Mati.rry of Defence. Since then the

unit has functioned both prolessitmally and administratively as an autonomous

body. At first, clients referred to the unit were brain-iniured individuals who

needed post-acute treatment but were umble to benefit from existing intensive

and structured rehabilitation t These included two major gi-ops of

clients: (a) those whose everity of impairment prycluded their participation in

these facilities, and (111 those whose moderate impairment enabk.d them to

retai., their jobs and position in life so that interim% e neat Inch( %WS not
It soon became clear that the orienmtion and therapeutic prin. irk.,

guiding interventions and strategies, were minently appropriate tor an ex-

treinek nroad spectrum of head-injured chews, .uffering from and e xlitbiting

vaned dA erse condan)fls resulting from their iniuries.

The Is 'nit was est.thilshcii in 1977 with a st..ft,q'hree part-tune psych. Jogists and

senll Thupervho:. By t he end 01 the first yr th..! case-load numbered ten

clients. loth sth and clients have increased in number considerably over the

N.1,41.)Qralq.



years. At present the Unit's staff consists of five senior staff members and four

interns, all trained as psychologists and psychotherapists, and including a
psychiatrist and a job-placement counselor. The Unit's psychiatrist, who has
specialized in the treatment of head-injured clients, is responsible for psychiatric

and pharmacological interventions. He helps coordinate treatment in other
medical institutions and participates in zvaluation and treatment planning. The

Unit also serves as a training center for University students.

T. xlay, the Unit treats over 180 brain-injured clients and their families. Client-

referral sources include: the Rehabilitation Department of the Ministry of
Defence, the Rehabilitation Department of the institute for National Insurance,

and self-referral. The Unit is situated in Givatayim, which is a suburb of Tel Aviv;

d second clinic was opened in Jerusalem in 1985.

THE GIVATAYIM UNIT'S APPROACH

Conceptual Framework and Theoretical Orientation

The Givatayim Neuropsychological Unit's orientation and treatment model
regards all aspects of treatment within the broad context of psychotherapy and

the psychotherapeutic relationsk;,. The model, which will be presented insome

detail, has evolved over the years in response to several underlying and crucial

perceptions. These rekiw to our perception of the head-injured client, and the

treatment rtkieesses. This perception will be illustrated using brief exampks
drawn in an the therapy room.

The following illustration taken from Mr. L.'s theran highlights iNsues that will
be di! ,:tissed further on.

The Case of Mr. L.

I_ a S car old veteran, lo.t an eve and ,u,t,uned frontal !mune, e eral
month, ago when a rock wa, thrown at him during hi'. Him- re,erve ,ervice.

Rek.emly, he allowed hi, wile to convince him to join her at a rartv. A,,uming

premorbid social role, he poured the drink, but he mi,,ed un Pt( ot the

ela,,e,,md ruined the tablei loth.Iie then protceded to the gla,,es when

dding the lie clIbe%. good natured friend, and hi, 'A au responded by

pouu mg out humoroudy that he 11",1% drunk before even drinking. 1.. laughed

along with them, not feeling any etubarra,,ment 1.. brought t incident to

the therap% a eviturk ot hi, problem, with depth perk crt



This incident reflects how the reality of the hrain injurydoes not become part of

the person's awareness. Avoiding the awareness of the brain injury is the result

of an interaction between a deficient cognitive system and defensive dynamic

processes. In this case L. perceived the event in a concrete way, isolated from any

generalized, abstract and personal significance. At the same time, dynamic

denial and isolation defence mechanisms were utilized to the same end, These

processes found external reinforcement in the denial and protective response of

L.'s wife and friends, The role of the physical, overt disability (i.e.,the lost eye)

is magnified and is perceived as the sole reason for all that is wrong. The phove

incident becomes one of many fragmented experiences that are not integrated

with each other or with L.'s perception of himself. There is also a marked

dissonance between the various levels of L.'s responses to his condition: L.'s

initial refusal to attend the party indicates some emotional awareness of his

changed social identity. On another level his prompt taking charge of the drinks

points to the persistence of a pre-morbid self image. On yet another level, ..ne

incident was important enough for L. to bring it to the therapy session albeit for

the less relevant reasons. These and other levels exist concurrently but in a

disjointed manner.

In this and other cases, we choose to focus our attention on the way that the

integrative aspects of the client's personality are affected by the direct and

indirect sequelae of the injury. These would include the following:

. The mutual augmentation of the dynamic defense processes and the cogn it i ve

deficits (L. couki not correctly evaluate the relative significance of hk lost eye

in his visual motor coordination, and whatever he could comprehend he

Louidn't "atiOrd" to know).

2. The ftagmentatitin 01 the selt concept bri night about k irreciincilable expe-

riences (L.'s persistent Oft III to maintain his pre-morbid social role and his

ibv

3. Lad, ci ingruit between the hent's various level% 1,1 percept Rm., (1.,.'s lack

ot awari ne s. ot his si,cial difficulties and his unexplained unwillingness to gi I

('ut).

4. The daticult ie. experienced k L.'s wile uu ho ciintrontilli; her iwn perm ilia!

Ii iss (her husband l prewnt %el in 111.111%; W.IVs absent as the reN in

.he knew ).

IR M.41,1.1.11.h



5. The ways in which a supportive family and social network reinforce the "false
self' (The excuse given by L.'s wife and friends for his spilling the wine).

Before we discuss the principles of therapeutic intervention, it is appropriate to
review how these principles guide the evaluation process.

Assessment and Evaluation

A detailed presentation of our approach to assessment is beyond the scope of this
chapter. However, we would like to point to sonie areas in which our conceptual
framework has a specific influence on the evaluation process. This is reflected in
the qualitative analysis of test data rather than in the specific choiceof tests used.
Furthermore, observing and understanding the way the client engages in many
aspects of his assessment is of great value. We may briefly review the following:

1.On the most basic level, the assessment process attempts to identify areas of
deficits and pathology, particularly those that may be indicative of
neuropsychological syndromesin this, the evaluative tests and procedures are
quite similar to those practiced in most neuropsychological clinics.

2. Our assessment process is heiwily biased towards identifying the client's
cognitive style. This style is seen as the result of an interaction among the
client's pre-morbid cognitive style, his current deficits, cognitive compensa-
tory strategies and dynamic coping mechanisms. Understanding the nature of
this interaction is an essential goal of the assessment process. One of the ways

in which such understanding may be enhanced is to look for the simultaneous
impact of dynamic and cognitive factors in both cognitive and projective test
material.

3. Special attent ion is given to in tegrat ive and meta-cognitive funct ions. In t his

context, the client's ability to actively and effickntly seek information
pert mem to the task at hand is evaluated. Similarly, the client's cont inuous
awareness of his goals while engaged din a task is also evaluated.

4. Test ing-of.limits is often incorporated into the near( ipsychologica I evaluation
process. In our clinic, we find particular interest in extending the test ing-of.
limits to the interaction between the testee and the tlwrapist-exallaner. In
lutist cases, new clients are evaluated by the therapist over an extended period
of time. In this 1 ay, the therapist may observe how die therapeutic relationship

aftects the client's perform.mce. Intomotion obtained is of prognostic value,



provides guidelines for future therapeutic involvement and is indicative of the

client's ability to establish and benefit from interpersonal relationships. This

aspect of testing-of-limits is less relevant in medical-legal assessments than in

the evaluation of clients who begin the therapeutic process.

5.Since ecological validity is our main concern in assessment, we often seek
clients' permission to include significant family members in an intake session

and to visit the client in his home environment. This is of particular
significance since so many of our clients are stimulus-bound and behave
differently in different environments. Establishing a direct link between family

members and the therapist and home visits are important sources of additional

perspective since many of our clients may be inefficient agentsof information,

6. The continuous process in which the therapist-examiner and the client engage

in deriving pertinent information from test data is in itself a test situation.

Issues examined at various points throughout this process typicallyinclude: the

client's way of coping with his new reality, particularly when it is presented to

him unambiguously; his ability to assume all,ctive role in generating, together

with the therapist, an integrated understanding of this reality; his ability and

willingness to assume responsibility in sharing new information and insight

with significant others,

In view of the above, the evaluation is seen as a multipurpose process. To begin

with, the therapi.st .s provided with many levels of information: symptoms and

syndromes, cognitive and personality style, interaction between clinical and
iwuropsychological dimensions, and social and interpersonal resources. In 'ad-

dition, the evaluation process serves to introduce a framework for future inter-

ventions. For example, the developing interaction between the client and the

therapist-examiner establishes a concrete basis for future discussion of difficulty

and disibility within context of acceptance and coping.

Principles of Therapeutic I ntervent ion

Our intervention int del implements the following:

I. All interventions are conducted within the broad cimtext of the therapeutic

relationship between client and therapist. This context is based on acceptance

and positive regard for the person as he is today. He is experienced by the
therapit as a whole person in a way with which he can identify. Within this

context, the need for dynamic defenses is reduced, and thus the dynamic

Monoc.r



defenses and cognitive deficits are somewhat untangled. Furthermore, within

the dynamics of the therapeutic relationship, integration is multi-dimensional.

The therapeutic process involves the identification of specific deficits and
areas of impaired functioning, and this is accompanied by interrelating these

to one another and providing an ego-involved frame of reference. For example,

impulsivity, short memory span and inadequate communication are identified

and interrelated to each other in terms of the client's inability to remember
intentions or achieve a meaningful goal, and this is related to his brain injury.

Cognitive deficits are thus presented to the client as St mrces of confusion and

hindrance to integration. Development of cognitive skills and more adaptive

coping mechanisms can be perceived as an integrative way of dealing with

conflicting information about world and self and regaining mastery.

An important aspect of the therapist's role is to enrich and rehabilitate the
client's emotional repertoire in intensity and variety. A detailed presentation of

neunipsycholtigically-based interventions is beyond the scope of the present

paper and is available elsewhere (Goldstein 64 Ruthven, 1983; Gross (St Shut:.

1986). The transference reiao:Iship enables the client to gradually regain
coherence of his fragmentary self experiences. For example, the client who can

identify with his therapist's emotional response to his loss, may begin to mourn

and integrate his mourning with his other present experiences and memories of

the past.

2. By necessity, the language of therapy with the heal-injured client has unique

qualities (Gross, Klag, St Munk, 1986). For example, the client's concrete
a ctitude and perseveration, while obviously a hindrance to adjustment, may

paradoxically enable the therapist to suggest slogans that the client can use to

organize and devek his behaviour. A violence-prone client learned to use the

slogan "strong men don't hit people." He subsequently internalized the value

of restraint. Another client sufkring from a severe "fr(mtal syndrome" learned

to ask himself "What do I have here r whenever he came into a new situation.

Repetitious experiences with this question taught him to habitually scan his

environment. Along with other developments more directly related to impulse

control, this client found to his surprise that he became more attentive

to his girl friend's tm x

It should he noted that a cognitive intervention which is conducted within the

framework of a therapeutic relationship often has significant impact (m inter-

personal and vim fl ional behavior.



3. While the psychotherapeutic relationship serves as context for all interven-

tions, the specific needs of the client with brain injury require interventions

to be firmly and explicitly anchored in the client's actual reality. This anchor

is of paramount importance because of two interrelated issues. First, as many

of us know, the client may not interrelate experiences to anotlwr (Mayer,

Keating, & Rapp, 1986). He may be stimulus-hound and concrete, and unable

to connect without external guidance issues dealt with in the clinic with

events that take place elsewhere. For example, a client may entirely neglect to

bring into therapy the fact that he has a girlfriend. In a similar manner, aclient

may fail to see the relevance of his emotional reaction to the test performance

and his refusal to meet people. Secondly, the client may not on his own relate

and apply abstract knowledge, emotions and concrete events to one another.

Thus a therapist may feel that the client talks about anxiety related to the

possibility that his wife might leave him, while in actuality he is relating

separately to either his difficulty in taking care of himself without help, in

being alone, or else to being deserted. Indeed, the client's feelingsof loneliness,

fear of abandonnwnt and anxiety, unless tied togetlwr by the therapist to the

concrete family crisis, will remain separate and isolated and even lack actual

experiential meaning.

In view of the above, cognitive functions are regarded not as isolated rheuflfl .

ena, hut within the broader ci mtex t ithe individual's need to achieve ct therence

of information and experiences. I knee, a discussion of cognitive deficits can

provide a framework for relating to a client's emotional world. Similarly, the

client's emotional responses may serve as a framework for discussing the way in

which he deals with informal

4. It is of utmost importance that while in therapy, the client is fully involved in

his "real" life, outside the therapy room. The cli .nt is consistent ly discouraged

fri )1111 seeing himself as a "patient" whose existence in the clinic is separate and

distinct from his everyday life. This requires both minimizing actual treatment

hours and creating specific therapeutic strategies. The clients in our unit get

usually one or two hours 4. direct treatment hours per week (in no Use more

than four and this would include family and group therapy where appropriate)

and will use the rest of their time fulfilling other roles such as family member,

employee and friend. We deliberately refrim Irian offering para-medical

11:1 M N1"11,1:rdisli iL` f,



services (such as physical, speech, and occupational therapy) as part of olif

services and let the client get such services elsewhere. Thus, in a concrete way,

the client is discouraged from seeing himself as the passive recipient of

treatment at the Unit. On the contrary, he is encouraged to see himself as an

active agent in his rehabilitation process and to assume responsibility as best

he can.

When a need to coordinate treatments emerges, the client will he part of the

coordination process. lie may be given the opportunity to identify the need for

coordination, bring together the different parties and propose a policy as the case

may be. Whenever possible the client will be the one who explains his situation

to others, utilizing concrete examples taken from interactions with his various

therapists and to convey "abstract" explanations about deficits and dysfunction.

When a multi-disciplinary team is working with the client, the diem himself

becomes a significant member of that team.

5. The cognitive difficulties of the client usually require therapeutic strategies

and techniques designed to facilitate the impact of the tlwrapy and its gains on

daily life. Sometimes, deliberate steps are taken to provide the client with a

concrete representation of his therapist while he is writing a daily log. When

the client is writing the log he is having a covert dialogue with his therapist and

can bring together his perception and feelings with those of the therapist.

Caution should be taken that 'in! context within which this dialogue is

developed is the therapeutic relationship. In this way, three dynamic dimen-

sions have simultaneous presence and can be integrated into one coherent

system: 1) the act9al and concrete life events of the client, 2) the therapeutic

goals, and 3 ) the internalized Caerapist. Another means of fac ilitating integration

between the clinic and ongoing life events is by reducing symbolic boundaries

between "The Clinic" and "The World." Our Unit is currently located in a

residential apartment building and, from the outside, is indistinguishable from

surrounding flats. Neighborly relationships are established between staff and

clients and the next door grocer. Clients are encouraged to relate to the Unit

in an informal manner, to make coffee for themselves in the kitchen, to

Interact Ily with the secretary, other staff members and other chents.



To sum up this section, the following steps are taken to increase generalization

and internalization of therapeutic gains and reduce the limits created by the

client's tendency to be stimulus-bound, concrete, and defensive:

I. minimizing treatment hours;

2. clearly defining and limiting the role of the therapist in the client's life;

3. encouraging the client to assume an active role in coordinating his relation-

ships with other agencies and life systems;

4. maximizing the representation of life events in the therapy session and of the

therapist in life outside the room,

These steps help in making life an integral part of the client's therapy, and
therapy an integral part of his life.

Dynamics of Family and Social Systems

A major challenge for the clinician is to find ways of augmeming interspersed

direct client contact by maximally utilizing his various life systems as rehabili-

tating agents. This should he done with full client participation and without
turning members of the client's milieu into therapists.

The client's significant life systems family, social networks, occupational

milieu provide a primary source of meaningful information and experiences.

These systems themselves are inevitably trauiritized. Often, the patterns of
readjustment become, in one way or another pathological, even when the family

was pre-morbidly fully functional. The consequent interactional patterns with

the client prov ide him with contradictory and confusing (or newt ivL.) information

and experiences.

L.'s case as presented above, illmtrates a typical interaction bet v. ev n ii ie
individual with brain injury and members of his family which hindi.rs the
person's rehabilitation. There are many and complex reasons why a non-injured

family member, like L.'s wife, reinforces those peiceptions, feelings and behaviors

of the client which are inadequate. Mrs. L. felt that she could not huit her

husband's feelings by confronting him with his 1, ilings. She also shielded herself

from the full realization of the changes in hei :msband. In this way, a in% th of

continuity is preserved. Overt expression 0, (rogations and anxieties lit

IFEIR Niolograph to4



suppressed. liowever, covert emotional respinses continue. The family, includ,

ing the identified patient, becomes locked into a maladarive system.

'The eventual aim of therapy and rehabilitation is the reintegration of the client

in social, familial and occupational systems. The process of reintegration of the

person with brain injury into his family and social systems places an extremely

heavy burden on that system (Brooks, 1984 ).1t calls for a flexible redefinition of

roles and interacti,.ns, i.e., a redefinition of the family's self.concept. For most

families, this process requires external and prokssional help. This help needs to

introduced as soon as possible so that continuity of the client's involvement

and identity as part of his social systems is preserved, yet modified to accommodate

new realities.

Therapeutic Intervention with the family is important for the client's progress,

while at the same time it addresses the tamily's pain.

An important area of challenges and difficulties for the family therapist is in the

seemingly conflicting interests and perception, of the Client, his family and the

therapist. These differences may he illustrated in the case of Mrs. S.:

The Case of Mrs. S.

S., a 40 year old highly educated [mullet of two stals, ustamed several brain-

st em hemorrhages and lemonstrated emotional flatness, lack of initiative.

extremely brief memory span (she ct,uld not remember parts f conversation

within ten murales), in addition to tither severe 0.,gn Hive deficits and

difficulties mu v iit m and balance. S.'s husband complained that S. spent nwst

be( Ilme in bed retusmg to join the hinds in t he living Sh-: would also

rouse to on oi tows with th Lundy, suggesnng that nhe'd rather stay lit )111e.

she disregarded her la k ot satetv and need tor close supervish ai. S. tanfik

ffe cxrremlwlv ()Illed by what they Lonsidered robe mdicat ions of relge,m,n.

MIlL h hind% intvraLti, ai eN (dyed around thew Issues: s.'s husband Lon,is.

lent iv prodded her .ind argued w ith her ak MI her -lack tt L (up:ration and

a 11 .It loft" 10 the courlc., I heraps , whenev:r these issues would Lome up,

s. would retreat and do:e I itt. in ,)ne ot the sessions, S. explk it Iv staled that

she wanted I., dm(' lief Mild, %%110 0 .I kind, sui it ir111 t And warm persull,

tr ied to on% like her that she had greatk impro% .11111 slit Mid be Qr.iroul tor

tko as he was.



S.'s behavior was reinterpreted for both her husband and S. herself as genuine

expressions of posit ive therapeutic progress. S. and her family were able to see

that underlying her refusal to leave her bed was the expected agony entailed

in the situation of being with the family and yet separate. S. was unable, on

her own, to formulate to herself or to commtmicate to others the pain aroused

by having lost her function and role in the family. The therapist identified

these painful issues for S. and her husband, and could view S.'s staying in bed

as a willed decision to avoid confrontatiim with her reality. Since lack of

initiative was one of S.'s problems, reinterpreting her passivity as an act of will

allowed the therapist to regard her behavior in a positive way. Also, this

provided S. with admittedly small but growing sense of control. This whole

process demonstrated to S. and the family a basic dignity and value which

cannot be denied. In a similar vein, her voicing of suicidal wishes could be

viewed as positive albeit painful progress limn her emotional flanwss.

This example illustrates how in therapy with a brain,injured person, developing

neuropsychological processes within the emotional context of psychotherapy

must touch upon and often arouse complex, seemingly contradictory, and painful

issues for the client and family. The client niay he getting better, but this entails

feeling much worse. As she becomes less defensive, she can become more aware

that she can more fully comprehend and express her predicatnent. The in( niming

and depression seen in clients at this stage require therapeutic skill with both
client and family, at times psychiatric intervention, and AN ivy all, the support of

the therapeut ic alliance. I havever, the stage ot mourning is an essential p,irt of

the client's reintegration of her self concept.

Structural Features and Programs

We have presented some ot the un,krlying principles that guide the Cavatavini

t's evahiat u in programs and t herai,eutic int ervent 'ns. It sh AIL! Pie pointed

out that the applic at imu 1 of (hew principles i s alt% ay, adapted It I ( he unique needs

t t each client and her family. The individual program is tlexible, ont

reassessed and (instantly adapted to the chapter described the van, n, and
constantly changing roks assumed by both the i herapist and t he c I lent at

different levels (it the treatment the way it is conducted in ow unit. The ni.uoi

purpiise of this chapter was to describe ho%% we view the olnpliAlt of thc brain-

injured client and her needs, and the neurop hi 4, gi 4,1 inierveni ion prt esse.

deve L 'red ti address tilt:se necds,

I II( 11.11 ;I
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CHAPTER SIX
U.S. Commentar ies

Sheldon Berrol, M .D .

The concept of community rehabilitat ion services for survivors of traumatic

brain injury (TBI) has engendered widespread international attention.

The State of Israel has been a pioneer in recognizing the potential benefit of a

community oriented rehabilitation approach. This undoubtedly has been the

result of its organized acute rehabilitation effort for traumatic brain injury, and

the highly trained staff of rehabilitation clinicians and researchers who recog .

nized that discharge from hospital after traumatic brain ,ty does not conclude

the rehabilitation process, but often signals the need for uttense intervention in

new directions. The broad multidisciplinary base of professional itwolvement

was an essential component that had been missing in the European arena.

Persons with TBI were recognized as having a unique grouping of impairments

that required specialized forms of intervention and that new services needed to

he created if these individuals were to be integrated into the community. The.se

clinicians appreciated early on that traditional rehabilitat ion set t ings or psychiatric

settings were unable to substantially modify long-term outcome's, s. i nce they

frequently failed to ident ify or address the higher order cognit i ve, and subt le (and

sometimes not so subtle) behavioral deficits.

The papers in this monograph describe a variety of community based programs

that attempt to normalize the TBI survivors' process t re-adaptat ion by utilizing

the community as a therapeutic environnwnt hwy recognize the need for

individuallzed vocational rehabilitat it in, including sheltered employment that is

distinct from the traditional Nildtcred workshop wttings, pn +gra ins that ci in.

ceptuake the problems and potent iak in a new per,pect lye. The potential tor

behavioral change, new learning and ct +glut we compensation tit. TIM patients

mandate:a change from the trada it mai workshop model Iexsigned tor emot ionalh

easao.ee. ineavie.to.s. apparent that there was aand developmentally I I I ! 1

substant t,il subgroup of chrome. TBI patients who odd enter the pi}, market at

',time level if basic vi kat Iona I and ic i al skills were enhanced, and intrinsic

abilities were facilitated.

11:1..11Z M.tioo.tph it'



The need to develop avexational pursuits both from the perspective of leisure

time management, eo development and the process of social reintegration
became a paramount effort. Most importantly, the Israeli investigwors recognize

the need to incorporate the family unit, llot only in the therapeutic milieu but

in the development of recreational and avocational skills. A revolutionary
community-based recreation and treatment center, Beit I falochem, facilitates

family participation through its broad scope of sports and recreational oppor-

tunities. This level of planned involvement, should be explored and emulated in

other more affluent countries.

The programs described are based upon several universal concepts that form the

basis for any successful conununity-oriented program. The goal of at tempt ing to

establish a "quality of life" hinges upon an individual's ability to assume some

level of control in one's life. Thus we see repeated in several of the programs

described, a graduated schema for the sharing of connol within each of the
programs based upon the patients' ability. Th is "control sharing" is accomplished

within a group or social context. The development of an aim inomous role and

the acceptance of the responsibilities that accompanies autonomy, serves to
reestablish ego strength :nd the concept of adulthood.

A ko stressed within the programs is the concept of providing activines that
relate to the individual's life at lu line, the communuy and at work. Engagement

in activities that are meaningful to the individual is a major factor in overcoming

proHems ot initiation and establishing motivation. The abihty to use over
leaMed premorbid sk ills oft t imes accelerates the rehabilitation process, and the

Acquisition of new kiil and behaviors.

Several ot the programs Will:L. a sheltered w orkshly appr, iach .ind have been able

to transition L hems into mainstream work Activates, although frequent ly a

dine,eni level than the patient functioned at premorbidly. Supported employ-

ment is Ili... mem toned As such iii my tit the programs, but some of the elements

Appear ti hi,' rrewm. Tile ci mi Lit ot placing the patient in the. Mirk en% in )n-

mem and then tvai111% for the skills overcomes the difficulty in generaLation

of skills th.it clients w ith head injury trequent IN ha% e. tent it ii is Ina& ot %%ork

s i t e assist,InCe t t t I l k 'se Witt ) di ret urn tk I a competitive enviri inment, but there.

Appears to be no ti irmalred system ot h mg. The models pre-iented appem

lo rce0;4111:e 111,11 the potential t% ir e hallUe is greater when meanmoul ego

-.AMA% uimm. c ti It le, dry pri 1s part ot tIle Ihemperil IL milieu. Meatimtiii-

nes, t it the inlet enni in ppears to ke .1 hallmark niteria1, %% ell it Nhould.
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Dr. Katz presents a concept that requires further thought and exploration when

he discusses their method of reimbursement for workshop activities. It is worth

pondering that the rehabilitants elected to establish a common fund for monies

received rather than to direct these monies to the individual who performed the

work activity. It may well be that this would occur only when an adequate
entitlement is provided. However, the end result is that a decision was made that

societal or group needs had greater significance than individual needs. An
interesting example of higher order thought processing.

Most of the programs d isc ussed have a strong foundation in the psychotherapeutic

process. This may limit the involvement of those at the severely brain damaged

side of the spectrum. Experience and the literature suggests that insight therapy

may be of limited success in the ease of severe frontal lobe pathology. While a

multidimensional approach is utilized by all the programs, the limited number of

disciplines involved in sonic programs, and the patient's need to independently

seek out care for motoric, orthopedic and neurologic pri iblems would seem to be

a disadvantage to staging goals and interventions based upon the patient's needs,

rather than disdpline needs,

Essential to the development of a broad.based community rehabilitat ton approach

to the needs of TIM invLviduals has been the cent rali:ed planning that developed

under government auspices that resulted in a systematic approat h to cap.. As yet,

such a systematic approach has not ken replicated elsewhere. Certainly the size

of the Sate of Israel has been a positive factor in the ability to develop a system

of care, particularly at a conummity,based level. However, most larger nations

could easily devel,ip regionalized systems.

In general, the programs represent dav treatment eaters where rdiabilit,ints are
referred upon discharge troll, hospital, from chronic care tacihnes or atter having

heed in the c(immunity tor some tune. None ot the programs l'epre;ent the
"tr,msitional living indel" that has been pi 'pular in the Un:ted Stales. There is.

however, a heav% emphasis described in each ot the proijams ml incorporming

the Lundy and NI)cial milieu of the individual into the therapeut lc pi-, )ces,itTthle

advant,iges of incorporat ing t he tam y, tat dam mg their understanding v

pathology and the resultant setiudae, and in expanding then. own coping
me,..lianisno is quite obvious. In the United States we kive hist this p,it,linal
since tew pro:Jaws are ommunit \ kised," but ever\ attempt IN 111.kle h, have

ide ueographit: distribution. PAI tent .. illtht travel It )111,4 distant es to participate,

tew niewhcr, 01 the t,iiit tl and Lertawk Ili me 14 the eXtehded
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family have access to this intensity of counseling or information. Thus it may well

be that the need for "transitional" programs which require the patient to live in

the facility, remote from the patient's community, all be it "homey," may not be

necessary in the continuum of care if the therapeutic community is one with
which the patient is most familiar . and if family and friends are maximally

equipped to deal with the behaviors of the patient.

Barry Willer, Ph.D,

Director, Research and Training Center
on Community Integration of Persons with TIM

The Research and Training Center on Community Integration of Individu.

als with Trainnatic Brain Injury (TIM) has been in operation for slightly

more than two years During that time we ha% e learned a great deal about the

frustrations of these individuals and their families, with the services offered in

most North American communities, or more importantly, with the services not

provided. It would be ideal if the systeli, services offered in another country

could he documented and eventually lead to a transfer of innovative aspects to

the United States. This monograph describes various components of service for

individuals with TIM in a country with a vastly different social system and one

forced to cope with a larger than normal number ot war veterans with TIM.

The ph ms we have observed in North America are best suminarred by a
report of the Ontario Head injury Association in Canada ( 1989). Following live

days of public hearings in three different cities, the report ci included that the vast

majority of individual, with TIM do not receive the care and/or services that
would facilitate community reentry. The typical outcome is return k) the family,

who must cope with the myriad of physical, cognitive and behavioral sequelae

with little l r no prote,sion.il assistance. The report call, this post comna aim-

J0111114111.
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Various reports in the U.S. have been prepared by committees examining the

status of individuals with TIM in their state. In New York, the system of

community services was described as fragmented or nonexistent. In Missouri,

many indiv iduals end up in psychiatric hospitals receiving inappropriate services.

There are similar reports on the status of needs of individuals with TBI in Alaska,

Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Missouri, Rhode Island, Virginia,

Washington, Virginia, etc. While these reports do not use the term post coma

abandonment, they describe the elements that characterize th is outcome. Services

that facilitate community re,entry are scarce.

This monograph describes the development of a systvm of rehabilitation services

in Israel that does appear to address the problems of post coma abandonment. It is

interesting how these rehabilitation programs have been established in different

organizational environments, including an inpatient rehabilitation setting, a

stand.alone day hospital, a shdtered workshop program, and a conuminity.baso

rcreat ion and treatment center for veterans. Unfortunately, 6: authors do 0 ,

provide a comparison of organizational compatibility between these types

settings but it raises the possibility for a comparison of the influence of different

organizational environments, treatment ideologies and approaches to service

Intervention.

The impetus to develop or expand services in krael is described as in direct

response to the large influx of war veterans with TB1. It appears that, compared

with the general population, veterans are verceived as more deserving of

rehabilitation services, for a longer period of tin%., and -with greater part icipat ion

in the management of programs. It is interesting that there is no mention of the

pre-miury characteristics of individuals with TBI as risk-takers or coming from

disturbed families; a common theme in North Ameriyan rehabilitation programs

despite relatively little research support (Mack & F lorn, 1989).

It is also interesting that the tirst pri 'grams in Israel were develtiped t he with

severe hehavi, ir problems ahers who ;IN hard to serve (e.g., those placed in

psychiatric pr( )grams ). The next po ignuns established were community-based

and stive many who live at home, In North America, rehabilitat a in progran: are

more typically mpat lent because, as Mullins ( I 989) pants out, this is what the

third part v payers are willing to tund. Mullins also pi ants out that rehabduat ion

in the t Jnited States is an indastrs andh smh, is driven by the prom mot ive. The

industry 1, nig likely to supp rt proaains that are ditticult to hind or serve a
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population that is expensive to treat. Individuals with severe behavior problems
are the Most difficult to treat and such programs are the most expensive to run.
In North America, programs of this nature are rare. Community-based programs
are also rare because it is difficult to find financial support for them. These

programs are only now beginning to develop, but do not have the luxury of
support apparent in Israel.

There are a number of innovative aspects of the programs described in this
monograph. There is a clear emphasis on vocational adjustment, apparently not
just to increase the earning power of the individual and reduce the financial
burden to the state, but to increase the self-e..teem of the individual and to reduce
the stress on the family. The rehabilitation center described in chapter two

presents a combination of vocational, educational and soc ial activities for clients

who may never return to gainful employment, but can nonetheless have
meaningful daytime activity and relative autonomy. Chapter five describes a

comprelwnsive conununity-based program for higher functioning clients, and
the program is terminated only after the individual with TI1 has been successfully

placed in a vocational setting and has achieved stability.

Return to gaiithil employment for individuals with TBl is especially problematic,
The problems of vocational adjustment are wd I documenwd in a recent edited
book by Wehman and kreut:er 1990). This IN tok also highlights some ot the

innovati ve approaches now being utili:ed in the United St at es. These approaches,

part icularly support ed employment, suggest that job re-entry is more likely when

pn 'grams provide support to the individual on the job. Transitional and sheltered

emplovment drprodches may he ti,o protective ;Ind may nia dllow sufficient
J-tenerairat..in of skill learning, to he e..,ective at encouraging competitive job
placement The programs in Israel adi ill an attractive ideology but could Aso
benetit twin considerat if these inn, Viltive appn IA hes.

The lsrleli programs share i pswhodynamic approdA to ireatmeni i hat is rare

North Amen,a, The conuntinav-kised proaim desk ribed in c hapter

outlines the assumpoons thai underlie this approach. The individual with TR!
is assumed to have detic kTh ic 01 coLm mon, hot ,ilso has defense mcdimlisins

th.it mtertere with successful adjustment. Individual psk chi nlierap% , tainik
therap .ind group iherapv are all prki% klesi. The acute ciii. prt ik4rani slot:4yd in
harter three provides ui additional assuinpt ion that inappropriate &tense

mechanisms uhl Lund% .1%,tunctitin ;an oLL lir in the utv ale itid 111Ntlellt



rehabilitation setting and that early intervention is required to avoid problems.

"Treatment is viewed ;As only one component that supplements the patient's

experience of reality, and is under no circumstances a substitute for it."

lt is generally accepted that a common characteristic of T111 is lack of insight

(Wood, 1987). Hence, insight-oriented treatment approaches in North America

are presumed cilunterproductive. Most programs emphasize physical and cognitive

recovery with relatively little attention paid to personal or family adjustment

Conversely, programs in Israel emphasize psychotherapy and deliberately separate

it from the nwdical and physical interventions.

Each of the programs described in the mimograph offers direct and indirect

support for families. Since these programs are long-term and community-based,

their interactions with families are probably more normalized than is typical for

inpatient sett ings, The program described in chapter two provides support groups

for parents and a separate group for wives. These suppiirt groupscontinue several

years after the injury. They also provide a support group for personal aides. In

North America, support groups are offered in most communities by head injury

associations with loose ties to professionals and treatment programs. Unfortunately,

the monograph does not tell us wheeler associat ions of families and individuals

with TRI exist indeperkknt of the rehabilitiltiOn !migrants.

Probably the most unique aspect of the system ig services described for Israel is

the commitment to provide rehabilitation services to all persons with TBI.

Chapter in describes the legislation in Israel that dates back to 1974 (The

(eneral Disability Act) that reportedly makes this cianmittnent itificial. Data

film' the Missinin Regii m' in individuals with Till indicate that less than 50

percent of those with severe or Mt derate disabilities ever receive inpatient

services, let AM(' iutp.utcmit, day hi.spital, or vocational serViCes

Abosh, and Dahmer, 1990). 1.)i)es even ne III Israel with severe or !Nikki-me

disabilitv receive rehabilitat ion slIVILes.

Israers ci,mmitment ii providing rehibi lit Oh ui erViCes has steillIlied trill its

respect for those who have disk; lit les it:stilt ii from repr.!sent Mg their cimntry

in war Although I have niu read the ( ;eneral Pisabilit AL it is encouraging

to see that It IS miltethk'cl ti exkThl this l-Mililiament e% enone with disabilli les.

It is also encouraging that eat h 1)1 the programs dust ribed in tht. mitni)graph is

lon12-lerin comprehensiye serVILe, I.IstInt!, cars past the tune ot injury.

lowever, long-t 'mu Are reclill es the total manher ot individuals ho t an be
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served in any given year. The programs described in the monograph serve an
estimated 300 to 400 individuals in total. According to the authors, there are

about 2500 individuals in Israel disabled by 1131 receiving disability pension.
This suggests that a large number of individuals potentially have not, or are not
receiving services. Either that, or the articles in the monograph represents only

a small component of the rehabilitation system, nuts, while those who are served

by these programs appear to be benefiting from exemplary services, there is a

strong possibility that post coma abandmment exists for some individuals with

TIM, even in Israel.
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